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Bischoff & Bischoff is one of the leading manufacturers in the 

field of medical aids.

Since the company was founded in 1997, our primary mission 

has been to continually improve people’s mobility through our 

products and innovations.

 

We are an owner-managed family business and we maintain 

numerous national and international relationships. With a net-

work of production sites and sales offices, we operate through-

out Europe.

We feel closely connected to the intensive dialogue arising from 

the partnership with our employees, customers and industrial 

designers. As a competent and reliable partner, we strive to cul-

tivate an innovative and dynamic corporate culture.

B+B‘s product range helps people to live an active and self-de-

termined life, as well as to maintain or regain security and inde-

pendence. All our products offer practical help, and more com-

fort in everyday life.

Enjoy mobility.

B+B
Introduction
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Bischoff & Bischoff GmbH
Becker-Göring-Straße 13 • D-76307 Karlsbad
Tel.: +49 (0)700 6000 7070
Fax: +49 (0)700 6000 8080
www.bischoff-bischoff.com
info@bischoff-bischoff.de

In these times of increasing digitisation, we are there for you on all media 

channels and can be contacted around the clock.

Our website www.bbiberia.es has a user-friendly dealer area with easy 

download options, where all important product information can be retrie-

ved quickly and easily. Whether you are using a computer, a smartphone 

or a tablet, our site automatically adapts to any device. Our online shop 

awaits you with an easy to use product configurator, with customer specific 

prices and online offers! You can also view your order history here. Find 

out more, and get our latest news, when you visit us on Facebook, Twitter 

or YouTube.

We look forward to hearing from you.

B+B
Digital
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Twitter FacebookB+B TVWebsiteCustomer service

Tel.: +49 (0)700 6000 7070 www.bischoff-bischoff.com www.youtube.de/bbtv1 twitter.com/bischoff_com http://on.fb.me/1Nb4gFb

B+B Direct:
Online – always up to date



93% 97% 100%
of delivery capacity of German engineeringof customer satisfaction

So many B+B customers rate our service and
competence as very good

that is the percentage of orders that are
delivered within 24 hours to the customer

all the B+B products are designed
and developed in Germany

The numbers speak for themselves!

0,8%
so low is the rate of complaints

of all B+B products
besides the headquarter in Karlsbad,

Baden-Württemberg, B+B is also established in
Berlin, Barcelona, Paris and Melnik/Prag

Rate of complaints Locations in Europe Countries

that‘s the size of B+B‘s entire storage area

12.000 m2
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B+B
Facts
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B+B
Infocenter
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WELCOME TO 
B+B!
The B+B Infocenter is the meeting place for everyone who works for and with our 

company. We’ve created a space to exchange information, confer and dine, where 

there is plenty of room for discussions with customers and suppliers. These multi-

functional rooms are equipped with the most up-to-date technology, in which our 

popular seminars and training workshops take place. There are also frequently 

changing exhibitions where you can see and try out our various products.

Transparency is a defining feature of our corporate philosophy. When designing 

the rooms, the architects took this into consideration and created large spaces 

that are flooded with light. A bistro and an espresso bar round off the feel-good 

atmosphere. We are sure that the increased communication through events and 

meetings in the B+B Infocenter will form the basis for the development and im-

plementation of innovative ideas.

Clicks on our Youtube channel

280.764

products left our logisitc center in 2017

500.000 6.776

that’s the number of countries
we distribute our products to

30

development hours were invested in our products in 2017
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MODEL OVERVIEW
Wheelchairs
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For short trips

The standard wheelchair is not intended for long periods of use. It is, basically, a temporary solution, 

or often used for short-term transport within hospitals or airports, for example. The sturdy construction 

means that these wheelchairs are relatively difficult to move. The lightweight wheelchair is a variant of 

the standard wheelchair. Usually it is made of tubular steel or aluminium, making it easier to handle and 

manoeuvre compared to the standard wheelchair. Lightweight wheelchairs are often folding wheelchairs 

and are therefore suitable for home use or car trips, where you can easily stow them when not in use.

For use in the care sector 

In contrast to the standard wheelchair, the multifunctional wheelchair offers a variety of equipment var-

iants. Thus enabling the user to recline or helping them to sit up. These wheelchairs also adapt perfectly 

to the shape of the body, which makes sitting more comfortable. Multifunctional wheelchairs are often 

called care wheelchairs because they are ideal for the care of the elderly or people with special care needs. 

In general, these wheelchairs are not very manoeuvrable and can hardly be moved by the user themselves.

For a high degree of mobility and independence

Electric powered wheelchairs are designed especially for people who no longer have much strength in 

their arms or the mobility in their hands and arms is impaired. They enable agile mobility, even in small 

spaces, and allow the user to cover longer distances with ease. They also offer plenty of comfort. There 

is a distinction between electric wheelchairs for indoor and outdoor use. Electric wheelchairs for indoor 

use are designed to be compact, making them highly manoeuvrable. The relatively small wheels make 

it possible to turn even in the tightest of spaces. Electric wheelchairs for outdoor use and scooters have 

larger drive wheels and a good suspension.

The active wheelchair – as its name implies – allows the user to be more active and participate in more 

challenging activities. As the active wheelchair is adapted to its driver by individually adjustable compo-

nents, it is also known as the adaptive wheelchair. Active wheelchairs are designed for long-term use and 

to provide maximum mobility and independence, thereby increasing quality of life. Sports and children‘s 

wheelchairs also belong in the active wheelchair category.

Standard- | Lightweight wheelchair

Therapeutic | Multifunctional wheelchair

Power wheelchair

Activ- | Adaptive wheelchair
Individually adaptable for maximum activity

Selecting the right
wheelchair



Structure of a
manual wheelchair

TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT
Manual wheelchairs
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The side parts of the wheelchair are designed to provide 

stability and protect the user from dirt and moisture. On 

some models, the side panels are infinitely adjustable in 

depth and height and provide additional comfort. The 

side parts of the S Eco-2 wheelchair can be folded back.

Side parts

Variable parameters such as seat depth, width and 

height ensure maximum comfort. Some of our wheel-

chairs are equipped with an adjustable back. Thus, the 

wheelchair can be adjusted to the needs of the user.

Seat width /-depth

While conventional wheelchairs have a rigid frame, fold-

able active wheelchairs have a snap frame. This makes 

them compact and easy to stow in a car.

Frame

There are two kinds of footrests: two individual footplates 

or a continuous footboard. The latter is more stable but 

cannot be folded up or swung sideways. Divided foot-

plates, on the other hand, have the advantage that they 

can be folded to the side and – for exercising purposes, 

for example – can be tipped up while the user is seated.

Footplates

When choosing tires, a variety of factors have to be con-

sidered: rolling resistance, grip, puncture resistance and 

comfort. For this reason, we offer pneumatic tires or punc-

ture-proof tires with different profiles. For extra stability, 

we also supply anti-tippers that can be attached to the 

wheelchair.

Tires

 

The push handles are height adjustable and can be in-

dividually adapted to the height of the person pushing 

the wheelchair. If the wheelchair is pushed regularly, it 

is recommended to attach a drum brake to the tire and 

brake levers to the push handles for safety reasons

Push handles

TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT
Manual wheelchairs
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The manoeuvrability of a wheelchair depends not only 

on its weight and design, but also on its centre of grav-

ity. The deeper the centre of gravity is, the more agile 

the wheelchair is. This means that the closer the centre 

of gravity moves to the imaginary connecting line be-

tween the axle mountings, the more agile the wheel-

chair becomes. Inexperienced drivers should make sure 

they adjust the centre of gravity so that the wheelchair 

cannot tilt backwards. In addition, our range also in-

cludes anti-tip wheels.

quick-release axle

There are two types of brakes on the wheelchair: the park-

ing brake to secure the wheelchair and the drum brake 

for braking or stopping. The knee lever brake can be con-

veniently operated manually by the wheelchair user as a 

parking brake. The drum brake is activated by the person 

pushing, using the brake lever on the push handle.

Brakes

To enable the user to move independently, handrims are 

attached to the large wheels on either side of the wheel-

chair. The distance to the wheels can be determined indi-

vidually. There are also specially designed handrim mod-

els for one-hand operation. The handrims can be covered 

with a plastic cover as desired.

Hand rim



FITTING GUIDELINES
Manual wheelchairs
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Seat width (SW)

For the seat width you measure the distance between the wheelchair sides. 

On the subject, the widest part of the pelvis when seated is measured. The 

rule of thumb is: width of bottom + 4 cm (2 cm on either side). Between 

the hip and side panel there should be at the very most space for the 

width of a flat hand. Because, whether you are at home or out and about, 

the narrower a wheelchair is, the easier it is to negotiate small spaces.

An individually adapted wheelchair is the prerequisite for an optimal sit-

ting position and maximum comfort. Experienced users who want more 

active locomotion have different needs and configurations to people who 

are just starting to use a wheelchair. All these criteria are taken into ac-

count by an experienced specialist in the medical supply store. The wheel-

chair is manufactured according to predetermined parameters, or adjust-

ed to a range of specific measurements. In order to adjust the wheelchair 

optimally, it is helpful to do the measuring on the selected model. If this is 

not possible, it is advisable to have the measurements taken while sitting 

in a similar model.

Determining wheelchair dimensions correctly

Seat depth (SD)

Seat depth is of great importance to ensure the ideal posture, an even 

distribution of pressure and stable leg positioning. The measurement is 

made from the front edge of the back tube to the front edge of the seat 

upholstery. Too short a seat leads to an increased load on the lower legs 

and thighs. Too long a seat means an awkward sitting position as the user 

automatically slides forward. Between the front edge of the seat uphol-

stery and the bend in the knees there should be about two to three fingers 

of space. The wheelchair user is measured from the back of the hips to the 

back of the knees, minus the two to three fingers.

Lower leg length (LL)

The lower leg length determines the position of the footboard, which 

should be a minimum of three centimetres above the ground. The knees 

are bent at a 90° angle, the feet are stable on the footboard. On the 

wheelchair user, the measurement is taken from the back of the knee to 

the bottom of the sole of the foot, including the shoe. On the wheelchair, 

one measures from the upper edge of the seat to the upper edge of the 

foot plates or footrest. Don’t forget to factor in the seat cushion!

Seat height (SH)

There is a difference between front and rear seat height. The two param-

eters significantly influence the posture and allow optimal driving of the 

wheelchair. The rear seat height determines how deep you sit between 

the drive wheels. That has an impact on access to the handrims. The 

front seat height determines the seat angle. An optimal seat height is 

achieved when there is at least three centimetres of space under the 

footboard and, when the arms are hanging down, the palms are slight-

ly above the wheel hub. On the wheelchair you measure the front seat 

height at the front upper edge of the seat tube, the rear seat height at 

the rear upper edge of the seat tube. For this parameter the wheelchair 

user’s lower leg length is measured, plus the required ground clearance 

for the footrests (+7 cm).

Backrest height (BH)

The height of the backrest depends on the individual disability. The 

wheelchair is measured from the top of the seat tube to the top of the 

back strap. If you want to propel yourself in the wheelchair, the backrest 

should end about a finger width (1-2 cm) below the shoulder blades. 

This leaves enough space for the shoulder blades, making it easier for the 

user to operate the handrims. For people with low musculature, however, 

a higher backrest is essential. Be sure to consider the thickness of the 

desired seat cushion when taking these measurements. 

SD SW

SH
LL

BH

All a question of adjustment
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FITTING GUIDELINES
Manual wheelchairs
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Seat unit (SU)
The seat unit is the basis for a healthy sitting posture. The optimum 

balance between support and pressure distribution allows the wheelchair 

user to sit for hours and supports them in their activities.

Seat cushion (SC)

A seat cushion can be selected as an additional option. It can improve 

pressure distribution and thus give relief (anti decubitus). Additionally, 

poor posture can be corrected and air circulation around the wheelchair 

user can be improved.

The seating position has a great influence on posture. For manually driv-

en wheelchairs it is recommended to sit relatively far back so that the 

user can reach the handrims easily.

Back height | Back angle (RA)

The seat unit is the basis for a healthy sitting posture. The optimum 

balance between support and pressure distribution allows the wheelchair 

user to sit for hours and supports them in their activities.

Seat angle (SA)

The seat angle can be customised according to the individual require-

ments of the user. Ideally, the front of the seat should be higher than the 

back. This makes operating the handrims easiest and most effective.

Camber (C)

A wheelchair with camber is easier to move and more agile. The inwardly 

inclined drive wheels also increase the stability. As a rule, sports and 

children’s wheelchairs always have camber.

How the wheelchair is perfectly adapted to the user

For people who sit in a wheelchair most of the day, the most important thing is that they sit comfortably – and sit so that their bone structure, ligaments,

muscles and organs are not burdened. At the same time, posture has a significant influence on one’s appearance. Therefore, how a person is positioned in 

a wheelchair has an influence on his or her quality of life. In this way good posture helps to avoid pain and increases self-esteem. However, the optimum 

seating position varies from user to user and depends on their type of physical disability.

Correctly fitted

RA SC

SA
SU

C



 

Electric wheelchairs
Indoor & Outdoor
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E-Mobility
An electric wheelchair is suitable for people who, due to their disability 

or constitution, are unable to propel a manual wheelchair themselves. 

Electric wheelchairs and electric scooters enable their users to find new 

mobility, flexibility and independence – be it for their daily shopping or 

a drive in the country. As with manual wheelchairs, there are electric 

wheelchairs that are designed for indoor or outdoor use and models that 

are suitable for both.

Electric wheelchairs for indoor use are highly agile. They are propelled by a joystick and 

allow the user maximum mobility within their own home. Due to their heavy weight, 

these wheelchairs are not suitable for pushing. If your physical condition allows it, you 

can also consider a manual wheelchair with an additional motor. This chair can then be 

pushed by another person.

Electric wheelchairs for outdoor use have a sprung suspension, making them suitable for 

driving over uneven surfaces. Curbs and other obstacles and gradients can be overcome 

safely and effortlessly. Models that are designed exclusively for outdoor use have a 

longer range than hybrid models, which are equally suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Electric vehicles, also called scooters, are a special type of power wheelchairs for outdoor 

use. Driven by a fuel-efficient electric motor, they are virtually noiseless, environmentally 

friendly and without exhaust fumes. Manual control is via a handlebar and requires 

good upper body stability. There are electric vehicles with three or four wheels. The four-

wheeled models have a higher tipping stability, which is not insignificant at speeds of 

up to 15 km / h. Due to their performance, electric vehicles are also suitable for longer 

journeys. They can be conveniently transported in a car as these vehicles can be folded 

and disassembled easily without tools.

Electric wheelchairs | Indoor

Electric wheelchairs | Outdoor

Electrical vehicles (Scooter)

16
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Model S-Eco 300 S-Eco 2

Category Standard Standard

Total weight 18,4 kg 18,2 kg

Capacity 125 kg 125 kg

Seat width 37 – 52 cm 37 – 52 cm

Model BX 11 Revolution R1 Revolution R2

Category Adaptiv Adaptiv Adaptiv

Total weight 14,8 kg 14,5 kg 13,8 kg

Capacity 135 kg 125 kg 125 kg

Seat width 36 – 52 cm 32 – 46 cm 36 – 54 cm

Model Pyro Light Optima Pyro Start Plus Pyro Light Pyro Light Vario

Category Lightweight Lightweight Lightweight Lightweight

Total weight 17,2 kg 14,2 kg 15,6 kg 15,6 kg

Capacity 125 kg 125 kg 125 kg 125 kg

Seat width 37 – 52 cm 37 – 52 cm 37 – 52 cm 38 – 52 cm

Model Pyro Start Pyro Next

Category Lightweight Lightweight

Total weight 17,2 kg 13,9 kg

Capacity 125 kg 125 kg

Seat width 37 – 52 cm 40 – 49 cm

Model Triton Protego S-VR

Category Multifunctional Multifunctional Multifunctional

Total weight 36,4 kg 30,8 kg 26,8 kg

Capacity 125 kg 130 kg 120 kg

Seat width 36 – 50 cm 39 – 51,5 cm 40 – 48 cm

OVERVIEW
Manual wheelchairs
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The S-Eco 300 already offers more flexibility as standard. The seat width as 

well as the seat height are variable, equipped with duo armrests; a wheelbase 

extension is also possible. In addition, the replacement parts are compatible 

with those of the Pyro Start.

The flexible standard

S-ECO 300
Standard wheelchair
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Transit version
with 12,5“ Rear wheels

Card lock

Technical Data


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard fittings Optional

Quick-release axle Anti tippers

Adapter block
double mounting for seat height ad-
justment and wheel base extension

Duo side parts
adjustable desk and long

Stick holder

Legrest
swivelling in and outwards

Seating unit:

Seat width 37 | 40 | 43 | 46 | 49 cm 

Seat width 52 cm 

Seat height front 51 cm | rear 49 cm (standard) 

Seat height front 47 cm | 49 cm 

Seat height rear 44 cm | 46 cm 

Seat depth 42 cm 

Seat cushion 

Seat upholstery nylon 

Backrest height 40 cm 

Backrest upholstery nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel straps 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Amputee support left | right 

Duo side parts ( desk | long position adjustable) swing away 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 8“ x 11/8“ 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

Adapter block 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Transportation kit 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Grey 

18,4 kg sw + 19 cm 87 – 90,5 cm103 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

S-ECO 300
Standard wheelchair

23

XL
PRODUCT
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available as



Variable seat widths, backwards retractable armrests and legrests that can be 

swivelled inwards and outwards - the S-Eco 2 offers a simple but also variable 

equipment. Its low net weight of 18,2kg facilitates in addition the handling.

The price-conscious standard

S-ECO 2
Standard wheelchair
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Safety belt

Technical Data


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard fittings Optional

Cross brace
supported on the side frame

Quick-release axle

Legrest
swivelling in and outwards

Duo side parts
adjustable desk and long

Seat cushion

Seating unit:

Seat width 37 | 40 | 43 | 46 | 49 cm 

Seat width 52 cm 

Seat height front 50 cm 

Seat height rear 47 cm 

Seat depth 42 cm 

Seat cushion 

Seat upholstery nylon 

Backrest height 40 cm 

Backrest upholstery nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel straps 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Amputee support left | right 

Duo side parts ( desk | long position adjustable) swing away 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 7“ x 30 mm 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Quick-release axle 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Transportation kit 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Anthrazit metallic 

18,2 kg sw + 17 cm 89 cm109 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

S-ECO 2
Standard wheelchair
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The Pyro Light Optima is the most comfortable among the B+B lightweight 

wheelchairs. It offers a wide range of equipment as standard, e.g. the indi-

vidual adjustment of the seat depth and height, as well as angle and width 

adjustable foot plates. The height adjustable handles and the continuously 

depth and height adjustable armrests provide additional comfort.

The comfortable wheelchair

PYRO LIGHT OPTIMA
Lightweight wheelchair

26

 

Seat cushionTherapy tray

Technical Data

Standard equipment Optional

Adapter block
for manifold adjustments

Headrest
adjustable

Side parts
adjustable in height

Seat depth
adjustable to 50 cm

Legrests elongation

Push handles
adjustable in height

Seating unit:

Seat width 37 | 40 | 43 | 46 | 49 cm 

Seat width 52 cm 

Seat height front 50 cm 

Seat height front 40 cm (only available with 6“ front wheel) 

Seat height front 42,5 | 45 |47,5 cm 

Seat dept 42,5 cm (adjustable from 40 cm to 50 cm in 2.5 cm steps) 

Seat cushion (seat widths 37 – 52 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 42 cm 

Backrest height adjustable (40 – 46 cm) 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle and in width with heel straps 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 8“ x 11/4“ PU 

Front wheel 8“, 200 x 50 mm, PU 

Front wheel 6“ puncture proof 

Wheelbase extension 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

„Kraftknoten“-Vorrichtung 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic 

17,2 kg sw + 17,5 cm 85 – 95 cm108 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

PYRO LIGHT OPTIMA
Lightweight wheelchair
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Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

XL
PRODUCT
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available as



Being more modern in construction and design than the Pyro Light (revised 

armrests which are adjustable in length and height as well as revised an-

gle adjustable foot plates), it offers still the same versatility (adjustable seat 

height and wheelbase extension, retractable legrests which can also be ad-

justed horizontally as an option). Its advantage compared to the others: It 

only has 14,2 kg of net weight.

The lightweight wheelchair

PYRO START PLUS
Lightweight wheelchair

28

 

Therapy trayAmputee support


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard equipment Optional

Footplates
horizontally adjustable

Single-hand brake
mechanical

Castor bushing
for vertical positioning of the front
wheels

Duo side parts
adjustable desk and long

Brake lever extension

Adapter block
double mounting for seat height ad-
justment and wheel base extension

14,2 kg sw + 20 cm 86 – 94 cm100 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

PYRO START PLUS
Lightweight wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 37 | 40 | 43 | 46 | 49 cm 

Seat width 52 cm 

Seat height front 50 cm 

Seat height front 42,5 | 45 |47,5 cm 

Seat height rear 47,5 

Seat height rear 40,7 | 42,7 | 44,9 cm 

Seat depth 40 | 42 | 44 cm 

Seat cushion (seat widths 37 – 52 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 42 cm (standard) | 44 cm 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Version with a foldable backrest 

Version with a reclining backrest 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Duo side parts ( desk | long position adjustable) swing away 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 8“ x 11/4“ 

Front wheel 200 x 50 mm 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

Adapter block 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Infusions- / Sauerstoffflaschenhalter 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic | blue metallic 
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The Pyro Light already offers various fitting options as standard, e.g. the 

adaptable backrest, the adjustable seat height and the wheelbase exten-

sion. As a cost-free additional option, the Pyro Light offers triple adjustable

combi side parts. In addition, the legrests are retractable and can be adjust-

ed horizontally as an option, the foot plates are angle adjustable. Its wide 

range of accessories makes the Pyro Light even more versatile.

The versatile wheelchair

PYRO LIGHT
Lightweight wheelchair
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One hand driveBrake lever extension


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard equipment Optional

Quick-release axle Single-hand hydraulic brake

Footplates
with heel strap

Combi side parts
adjustable desk | long and height

Safety belt

Combi side parts
easily removable

15,6 kg sw + 20 cm 94 cm102 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

PYRO LIGHT
Lightweight wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 38 | 41 | 43 | 45 | 48 cm 

Seat width 52 cm 

Seat height 49 cm 

Seat height adjustment 42 | 44 | 45 | 47 | 52 | 54 cm 

Seat depth 42 (Standard) | 44 cm 

Seat cushion (seat widths 38 – 52 cm) 

upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 42 cm 

Backrest height adjustment 40 – 44 cm 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Backrest without lumbar curve 

Backrest unit with strap system (seat widths 38 – 52 cm) 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Footplates adjustable in angle and lockable 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Combi side parts (desk | long position and adjustable in height) 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 6“ x 13/4“ (soft rubber) 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Single-hand hydraulic brake 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Transportation kit 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Castor extension (hemiplegic version) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic | blue metallic 
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The Pyro Light Vario offers a very large versatility, either for the community or for the individual. Equipped 

in series with many “little pluses” and improving your comfort, it is perfect for accompanying you during 

all your projects. The bearing plate of the rear wheel allows to adjust the seat height according to the 

needs of everyone or to lift the wheelbase. Furthermore, its large range of accessories and options com-

pletes its versatility. In series, the Pyro Light Vario disposes combined armrests (short/long). Furthermore, 

its footrest palettes are adjustable in inclination and the handles of the ergonomic footrests make their 

handling even more easy and comfortable. The name of the flexibility is – Pyro Light Vario.

Lightweighted and versatile

PYRO LIGHT VARIO
Lightweight wheelchair
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Version with a reclining
backrest

Brake lever extension

Standard equipment Optional

Quick-release axle Single-hand hydraulic brake
factory-mounted

Footplates
with heel strap

Legrest
wivelling in and outwards

Version with a foldable
backrest

Combi side parts
easily removable

PYRO LIGHT VARIO
Lightweight wheelchair
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Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

15,6 kg sw + 20 cm 94 cm102 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 38 | 41 | 43 | 45 | 48 cm 

Seat width 49 cm 

Seat height adjustment 42 | 44 | 45 | 47 | 52 | 54 cm 

Seat depth 42 (standard) | 44 cm 

Seat cushion (seat widths 38 – 48 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 42 cm 

Backrest height adjustment 40 – 44 cm 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Backrest without lumbar curve 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system (seat widths 38 – 48 cm) 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Version with a foldable backrest 

Version with a reclining backrest 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Footplates adjustable in angle and lockable 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Combi side parts ( desk | long position and adjustable in height ) 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 6“ x 13/4“ (soft rubber) 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand hydraulic brake 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Transportation kit 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Cantilever de roue (Hemi) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Version: Pyro Light Vario foldable 

Version: Pyro Light Vario adjustable 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic | blue metallic 



The Pyro Start is B+B‘s standard lightweight wheelchair. It has a simple 

but also flexibly customisable equipment: variable seat width and height, 

wheelbase extension as well as duo armrests. The accessories make the Pyro 

Start more variable.

The basic model

PYRO START
Lightweight wheelchair
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Drum brake Stick holderDrum brake

Standard equipment Optional

Duo side parts
adjustable desk and long

Anti tippers

Adapter block
double mounting for seat height ad-
justment and wheel base extension

Quick-release axle Safety belt

Legrest
wivelling in and outwards

17,2 kg sw + 19 cm 90,5 cm103 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

PYRO START
Lightweight wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 37 | 40 | 43 | 46 | 49 cm 

Seat width 52 cm 

Seat height front 51 cm 

Seat height front 47 |49 cm 

Seat height rear 49 cm 

Seat height rear 44 | 46 cm 

Seat depth 42 cm 

Seat cushion (seat widths 37 – 52 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 40 cm 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Duo side parts ( desk | long position adjustable) swing away 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU,  incl. quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 8“ x 11/4“ 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Wheelbase extension 

Adapter block 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Transportation kit 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray 

Castor extension (hemiplegic version) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Tool kit 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver grey 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



PYRO NEXT
Lightweight wheelchair

36 PYRO NEXT
Lightweight wheelchair
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Apino CitybagStick holder

Standard equipment Optional

Quick-release axle Brake lever extension

Adapter block
double mounting for seat height ad-
justment and wheel base extension

Side parts
swivelling

Safety belt

Legrest
swivelling in and outwards

13,9 kg sw + 18 cm 96 cm100 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 40 | 43 | 46 | 49 cm 

Backrest height front 47 | 49 | 51 

Seat depth 42,5 cm 

Seat cushion (seat widths 40 – 49 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 43 cm 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Side parts swivelling 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel  8“ x 11/4“ 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Wheelbase extension 

Adapter block 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic | blue metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

The Pyro Next is a foldable aluminum wheelchair from the B + B lightweight 

wheelchair series. Weighing less than 14 kg, it is really lightweight. Swiveli-

ng side panels and leg rests enable easy transfer into and out of the chair. 

The seat height and leg rests are individually adjustable. The width of the 

seat can be adapted to each individual user. Many useful additional options 

are available for the Pyro Next.

The starter chair



Lightweight wheelchair

S-Eco 2 S-Eco 300 Pyro Start Pyro Light Pyro Light Vario Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Light 

Optima
Pyro Next

Standard wheelchair

Legrests
Pyro Light

Pyro Light Vario

Amputee support 
legrests

S-Eco 2 | S-Eco 300
Pyro Light

Pyro Light Optima

Legrests
S-Eco 2

Legrests
Pyro Start

Legrests
Pyro Start Plus

Legrests
Pyro Next

Legrests
 S-Eco 2 | S-Eco 300

Pyro Light
Pyro Light Optima

Parking brake
Alle Modelle

Lightweight wheelchair

SPARE PARTS COMPATIBILITY
Manual wheelchairs
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S-Eco 2 S-Eco 300 Pyro Start Pyro Light Pyro Light Vario Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Light 

Optima
Pyro Next

Side parts
S-Eco 300

Side parts
Pyro Start

Side parts combi
Pyro Light

Side parts
Pyro Next

Side parts
Pyro Start Plus

Side parts HV
Pyro Light Optima

Side parts HV
Universal

original part fits without limitation fits for constructional reasons

 

SPARE PARTS COMPATIBILITY
Manual wheelchairs
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Standard wheelchair



Individually adjustable in seat width, seat height and seat depth and addi-

tionally equipped with an adaptable seat and backrest, the BX11 provides

an optimal seating comfort for the active user. The adaptive wheelchair 

is either available with a depth-, height- and angle-adjustable footrest or 

with retractable and removable legrests for even more comfort. The easily 

rolling bwheels with tyres with highly compressed air ensure, in addition, a 

dynamic and stable performance. Its wide range of options complements 

the fitting options of the BX11.

The customised

BX 11
Adaptive wheelchair
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Side parts
adjustable

Anti tippers
for more stability

Standard equipment Optional

Diagonal cross brace Push handles
adjustable in height

Vario block
seat height adjustable 6-fold

Footplate
angle adjustable and foldable upwards

Backrest angle
adjustable from -15° to 9°

Seat and back rest strap system
adjustable

14,8 kg sw + 17 cm 82 – 97 cm93 cm 135 kg

KG
KG

BX 11
Adaptive wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 cm 

Seat height front 50 |51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 cm 

Seat height rear 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 cm 

Backrest height 36 – 40 | 42 – 46 | 48 – 52 cm 

Seat angle from 0° to 17° adjustable 

Adjustable seat unit with strap system 

Seat upholstery, breathable material, colours blue | red | black 

Backrest height 30 – 45 cm 

Backrest angle adjustable from -15° to +9° 

Adjustable seat and backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery, breathable material, colours blue | red | black 

Legrests & side parts:

Side part incl. cloth protection from aluminum 

Side parts adjustable in height, in short/long position

and removable Armrest upholstered 

Version 1: fix leg rest with footplates, adjustable in depth,

height and angle, foldable 

Version 2: legrest swiveling in and outwards,

removable separate footplate 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ 20 spokes, easy running tires, incl. quick-release axle 

Front wheel 150 x 30 mm 

Tires: „Schwalbe Marathon plus“, crash protected 

Wheel camp 1° | 3° | 4° 

Wheelbase extension 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover (distance 2 | 3 cm) 

Brakes:

brake, standard (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Equipment:

Steering castor horizontally adjustable for 2 cm, castor adjustable 

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Pocket in back rest upholstery 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Tool kit 

Air pump 

Color:

Titanium 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



The Revolution R1 offers more flexibility. The seat width, seat depth, seat 

height, backrest height and the seat angle are adjustable. In addition, the

adaptive wheelchair is equipped with an adaptable seat and backrest as 

well as height-adjustable handles. Already as standard, the Revolution R1

is, in addition, equipped with a depth-, height- and angle-adjustable foot-

rest. The wide range of accessories completes the flexibility of the Revolu-

tion‘s concept.

The flexible

REVOLUTION R1
Adaptive wheelchair
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Tilting aidWheelbase extension

Standard equipment Optional

Wheel camber adjustment
adjustable from 0° to 3°

Spoke protection
transparent

Vario block
Seat height rear adjustable in 6 steps

Footplate
angle adjustable and foldable upwards

Anti tippers

Castor bushing
for vertical positioning of the front
wheels up to max. 17°

14,5 kg sw + 17 cm 82 – 97 cm93 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

REVOLUTION R1
Adaptive wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 32 | 34 | 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 cm 

Seat height front 50 |51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 cm 

Seat height rear 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 cm 

Seat depth 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 cm 

Seat angle from 0° to 17° adjustable 

Adjustable seat unit with strap system 

Seat upholstery, breathable material, colours blue | red | black 

Backrest height 30 | 32,5 | 35 | 37,5 | 40 | 42,5 | 45 cm 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery, breathable material, colours blue | red | black 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplate adjustable in depth, height and angle, foldable 

Calf band 

Lower leg length adjustable 45 – 55.5 cm 

Side part incl. cloth protection from aluminum 

Armrest upholstered 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ 20 spokes, easy running tires, incl. quick-release axle 

Front wheel 140 x 40 mm 

Wheel camp 0° | 1° | 3° 

Wheelbase extension 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover (distance 2 | 3 cm) 

Brakes:

Active push brake, standard (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Equipment:

Steering castor horizontally adjustable for 2 cm, castor adjustable 

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Pocket in back rest upholstery 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Tool kit 

Air pump 

Color:

Silver metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



With a seat width which is adjustable from 36 to 54 cm, the Revolution R2

offers even more flexibility than the Revolution R1 does. The seat depth, 

the seat height, the backrest height and the seat angle are adjustable be-

sides the seat width. In addition, the adaptable seat and backrest as well 

as the height-adjustable handles are also part of the standard equipment

of this adaptive wheelchair. The Revolution R2 is in addition equipped with

retractable and removable legrests. The wide range of accessories com-

pletesthe flexibility of the Revolution‘s concept.

The even more flexible

REVOLUTION R2
Adaptive wheelchair
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Tilting aidAnti tippers

Standard equipment Optional

Legrest
swivelling and removable

Drum brake

Adjustment of seat depth

Push handles
adjustable in height

Armrest
upholstered

Diagonal cross brace
telescopic, 10-fold adjustable

13,8 kg sw + 17 cm 82 – 97 cm93 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

REVOLUTION R2
Adaptive wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 | 54 cm 

Seat height front 50 |51 | 52 | 53 | 54 | 55 | 56 cm 

Seat height rear 42 | 44 | 46 | 48 | 50 | 52 cm 

Seat depth 36 | 38 | 40 | 42 | 44 cm 

Seat angle from 0° to 17° adjustable 

Adjustable seat unit with strap system 

Seat upholstery, breathable material, colours blue | red | black 

Backrest height 30 | 32,5 | 35 | 37,5 | 40 | 42,5 | 45 cm 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery, breathable material, colours blue | red | black 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Heel strap with Velcro closures 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards, removable 

Side part incl. cloth protection from aluminum 

Armrest upholstered 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ 20 spokes, easy running tires, incl. quick-release axle 

Vront wheel 140 x 40 mm 

Tires: „Schwalbe Marathon Plus“, crash protected 

Wheel camp 0° | 1° | 3° 

Wheelbase extension 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover (distance 2 | 3 cm) 

Brakes:

Active push brake, standard (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Equipment:

Steering castor horizontally adjustable for 2 cm, castor adjustable 

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Pocket in back rest upholstery 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Tool kit 

Air pump 

Passive lighting 

Color:

Silver metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



The Triton is the most comfortable among the B+B multifunctional wheel-

chairs. With its ergonomically shaped seat and backrest shell, the Triton 

adapts to the patient‘s contours. The adjustable side pads and knee pads 

provide additional comfort and hold. The adjustable seat width, seat depth

and backrest height as well as the height-adjustable legrests with manual 

length compensation make the Triton individually adaptable. Already as 

standard, the Triton offers in addition a wide range of equipment that makes 

sitting even more comfortable: a 3 times adjustable headrest, heightand

depth-adjustable side parts and adjustable seat and backrest angles.

The comfortable

TRITON
Multifunctional wheelchair
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36,4 kg (Var. 1) 67 cm (Var. 1) 90 – 120 cm104 cm 125 kg

KG
KG

 

Abduction pad
for secure seating

Standard equipment Optional

Seat depth adjustment
Seat depth adjustment

Therapy tray
made of transparent acrylic glass

Seat tilting
is continuously variable by means of
pneumatic springs

Push handles
adjustable in height

Hemiplegic armrest
armrest for a paretic arm

Headrest
adjustable in 3 directions

TRITON
Multifunctional wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width Variante 1: 36 – 43 cm 

Seat width Variante 2: 43 – 50 cm 

Seat height 52 cm (41,5 cm without cushion) 

Seat depth 42 – 48 cm 

Seat angle adjustable from 0° to 15° 

Abduction pad 

Seating upholstery Dartex, dark grey 

Backrest height adjustable 50 – 62 cm 

Backrest reclining from -3° to +43° 

Comfortable backrest anatomically shaped 

Backrest upholstery Dartex, dark grey 

Trunk supporting pads to swing away, removable 

Headrest adjustable in 3 directions 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrests elevating horizontally, with length adjustment 

Knee pads 

Calf pads 

Side parts adjustable in depth, removable, with armrest upholstery 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, inkl. Steckachse 

Front wheel 7“ x 45 mm PU 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Tyres:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Push handles adjustable 

Safety belt 

Therapy tray 

Hemiplegic armrest 

Passive lighting 

Color:

Silver metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

37,9 kg (Var. 2) 73 cm (Var. 2)



The Protego is, as a standard, already equipped with a number of features

that enable the individual adaptation of the wheelchair to the patient: 

adjustable seat width, seat depth and backrest height as well as adjustable

seat and backrest angle. The 3 times adjustable headrest, the height- and 

depth-adjustable side parts and the horizontally adjustable legrests with 

manual length compensation offer further fitting options. The legrest fix-

tures are outside the seat frame for even more legroom.

The functional

PROTEGO
Multifunctional wheelchair
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30,8 kg sw + 19 cm 102 cm121 cm 130 kg

KG
KG

 

Fixation for infusion or oxygen
bottles

Therapy tray

Standard equipment Optional

Knee pads
can be swivelled away

Trunk support

Seat tilting
adjustable from 0 to 15°

Push handles
adjustable in height

Hemiplegic armrest
armrest for a paretic arm

Legrest
horizontally adjustable

PROTEGO
Multifunctional wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 39 – 41,5 | 44 – 46,5 | 49 – 51,5 cm 

Seat height 43 cm (without cushion) 

Seat depth 42 – 48 cm 

Seat angle adjustable from 0° to 15° 

Abduction pad 

Seat cushion 

Seat cushion C-Comb 

Seat upholstery from Dartex, night grey 

Backrest ergonomic shape with lateral support 

Backrest height adjustable 55 – 69 cm (with seat cushion) 

Backrest reclining from 0° to +44° 

Backrest upholstery Dartex, night grey 

Trunk support, swing away 

Headrest adjustable in 3 directions 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrest elevating and angle adjustable with length adjustment 

Knee pads 

Calf pads 

Side parts adjustable in height and depth, removable

with armrest upholsteries (dartex upholstery) 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU (transit version) 

Front wheel 7“ x 45 mm PU 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Push handles adjustable 

Safety belt 

Therapy tray 

Hemiplegic armrest 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver grey 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



Available in 3 seat widths and 2 backrest heights and equipped with a 

continuously variable backrest adjustment up to 82°, the S-VR is the B+B 

multifunctional wheelchair for the basic care. The extended armrests, the 

height-adjustable neckrest as well as the horizontally adjustable legrests 

provide this multifunctional wheelchair with the necessary comfort. The 

anti-tipper, the folding lock and the seat belt provide safety.

The basic model

S-VR
Multifunctional wheelchair
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26,8 kg sw + 24 cm 92 – 128 cm128 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

 

Standard equipment Optional

Neck holder
adjustable in height

Seat cushion

Backrest
adjusted mechanically

Armrest
elongated

Fold blocking
prevents unintentional folding

S-VR
Multifunctional wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 40 | 44 | 48 cm 

Seat height 48 cm 

Seat depth 42 cm 

Seat angle 4° 

Abduction pad 

Seat Cushion 

Seat upholstery vinyl, black 

Backrest height 43 | 85 cm 

Backrest reclining from -4° to +30°/+82°, adjusted mechanically 

Backrest upholstery vinyl, black 

Neck holder adjustable in height 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates 

Legrest swivelling outwards, adjustable in length,

elevating, horizontally adjustable, removable 

Armrest elongated 

Side parts removable 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU 

Front wheel 200 x 50 mm PU 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Safety belt 

Therapy tray 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Fold blocking 

Color:

Anthracite metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



 

Drum brake

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
BX 11
Revolution R1
Revolution R2

Triton
Protego
Protego SL
S-VR

One hand drive

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Back rest strap system

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Single-hand brake (mechanical)

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Leg rest elevating
adjustable horizontally

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Amputee support

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Brake lever extension

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
Triton
Protego
Protego SL

Single-hand hydraulic brake

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
Protego SL
S-VR

ACCESSORIES* (OPTIONAL)
Manual wheelchairs
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* A
ccessories can vary by product

Legrest elongation

Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start

Seat cushion

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
BX 11
Revolution R1
Revolution R2
S-VR

Headrest adjustable
S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Side parts adjustable in height

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start

Stick holder

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Safety belt

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
Triton
Protego
Protego SL
S-VR

Hemiplegic armrest

Triton
Protego
Protego SL

Footplate

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start

 

ACCESSORIES* (OPTIONAL)
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Anti tippers

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
BX 11
Revolution R1
Revolution R2
Triton

Therapy tray

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Abduction pad

Triton
Protego
Protego SL

Spoke protection
transparent

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

BX 11
Revolution R1
Revolution R2
Protego
Protego SL
Triton

Trunk support

Protego
Protego SL

Transportation kit

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Light 
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Therapy tray

Triton
Protego
Protego SL

Push handles adjustable in 
height

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
BX 11

ACCESSORIES* (OPTIONAL)
Manual wheelchairs
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Holder for infusions | oxygen 
bottles

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
Protego
Protego SL

Hand rim cover

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

Transit alteration

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 2
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next
Protego
Protego SL

Tilting aid

BX 11
Revolution R1
Revolution R2

Card lock

S-Eco 300
S-Eco 300 XL
S-Eco 2
Econ XXL
Pyro Light Optima
Pyro Light Optima XL
Pyro Start Plus
Pyro Start Plus SL
Pyro Light
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Vario
Pyro Start
Pyro Next

 

ACCESSORIES* (OPTIONAL)
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Electric wheelchair | In- and outdoor

ELTEGO 58

TERRA 60

TRIPLEX 62

Electric wheelchair | Outdoor

TAIGA 64

Electric pushing aid

TOGO 66

INDEX
Electric wheelchairs
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Model Eltego Terra Triplex Taiga

Category In- and outdoor In- and outdoor In- and outdoor Outdoor

Max. speed 6 km/h 6 | 10 km/h 6 | 10 km/h 6 km/h

Capacity 120 kg 136 kg 136 kg 170 kg

Max. range 25 km 32 km 32 km 32 km

Climbing ability 8° | 14,1 % 8° | 14,1 % 8° | 14,1 % 10° | 17,6 %

OVERVIEW
Electric wheelchairs
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Headrest

Seat width adjustment

VR-2 or R-Net Control unit

Electrical or manual

legrests adjustment

Calf pad

Standard- or

comfort seat

backrest angle adjustment

Electrical or manual

Backrest angle adjustment

Seat angle adjustment

Lighting

Single wheel suspension

of rear wheel

Footplates



The compact Eltego is agile and well maneuverable indoors. It shows all a 

Electric wheelchair needs: solid drive comfort with a range of 25km, PU-

tyres, suspension of the rear wheels and anti-tippers. Additionally it has fur-

ther possibilities of adjustment: backrest with adjustable Velcro-strap-sys-

tem, adjustable seat widths, recline function of the backrest, side parts and 

legrests adjustable, foot plates and control unit.

The compact one

ELTEGO
Electric wheelchair

58

74,8 kg 59 cm 104 cm105 cm 120 kg 120 cm

KG
KG

 

Backrest bag
Apino Shopper

Backrest side pocket

Standard equipment Optional

Footplates
with heel strap

Seat pocket

Control unit
PG Drive VSI to swing away,
adjustable in length

Rear wheel
with single wheel suspension

Headrest
for a perfect positioning

Side parts
adjustable in height and lateral

ELTEGO
Electric wheelchair

59

Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width adjustable 40 - 54 cm 

Seat height 47,5 cm 

Seat depth 44 cm 

Seat Cushion 

Standard seat, black 

Adjustable backrest with Velcro strap system 

Backrest height 54 cm 

Backrest adjustable in 4 levels from 90° to 120°, mechanically 

Headrest 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrests to swing in and out 

Side parts adjustable in height and lateral 

Drive & control:

Motor 2x24V/250W 

Batteries 2x12V/50 Ah 

Power Modul PG Drive VSI 

Battery charger 24V/4 Ah 

Max. Speed 6 km/h 

Max. range approx. 25 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Climbing ability 8° | 14,1% 

Tires:

Front wheel 8“ (200 x 50 mm), PU 

Rear wheel 12,5“ x 21/4, PU 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Rear wheel single suspension 

Pneumatic tires 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Front and rear lights 

Control unit to swing away, adjustable in length 

Control unit mounted, left or right side 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Apino Shopper 

Seat pocket 

Backrest side pocket 

Software kit, cable 

Color:

Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



Terra is the solid Electric wheelchair improved in every day life. Terra is sta-

bile and well maneuverable it offers a variety of adjustment possibilities: 

adjustable backrest or comfort seat, seat width, seat depth, backrest recline

and seat angle, side parts as well as legrests and foot plates are adjustable

to the individual needs of the user.

The solid allrounder

TERRA
Electric wheelchairs

60

97 kg 60,5 cm 104 cm106 cm 136 kg 120 cm

KG
KG

 

Comfort seatStick holder

Standard equipment Optional

Seat angle
adjustable from -2° to +10°, mechanically

Headrest
for a perfect positioning

Control unit
PG Drive VR-2 to swing away,
adjustable in length

Backrest recline
adjustment in 4 steps

Legrest extension

Side parts
adjustable in height and width,
removable for sideways transfer

TERRA
Electric wheelchairs
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width adjustable 41 - 50 cm 

Seat height 54 cm 

Seat depth adjustable 40 - 45 cm 

Seat cushion 

Standard seat, black 

Comfort seat, black 

Adjustable backrest with Velcro strap system 

Backrest height 55 cm 

Backrest adjustable in 4 levels from 90° to 120°, mechanically 

Seat angle adjustable from -2° to +10°, mechanically 

Headrest 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrests to swing in and out 

Legrests adjustable in width and horizontally 

Amputee support right | left 

Side parts adjustable in height and width 

Drive & control:

Motor 2x24V/450W 

Batteries 2x12V/55 Ah 

Power Modul PG Drive VR-2 

Battery charger 24V/5 Ah 

Max. Speed 6 | 10 km/h 

Max. range approx. 32 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Climbing ability 8° | 14,1% 

Tires:

Front wheel 8“ (2.80 x 250 - 4 mm), PU 

Rear wheel 14“ (3.00 - 8 mm), PU 

Rear wheel single suspension 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Front and rear lights, flashing lights 

Control unit to swing away, adjustable in length 

Control unit mounted, left or right side 

VR-2 control unit for attendant person 

Fixation for additional control unit for attendant person 

Curb climber 

Transportation kit 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Rearview mirror 

Apino Shopper 

Tool kit 

Software kit, cable 

Color:

Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



Triplex is the comfortable solution for needs that are beyond standard. 

Triplex offers a variety of adjustment possibilities, adjustable backrest or 

comfort seat, seat width and seat depth are adjustable, side parts, legrests,

foot plates, backrest recline, seat angle with tilt function, all are optional 

electrical adjustable. The VR-2 control allows already two electrical func-

tions optionally.

The comfortable allrounder

TRIPLEX
Electric wheelchairs
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88,3 kg 60,5 cm 104 cm106 cm 136 kg 120 cm

KG
KG

 

VR-2 control
for attendant person

Legrests
horizontally electrical adjustable

Standard equipment Optional Optional

Seat angle
adjustable from -2° to +10°, mechanically

Seat and backrest angle
electrical adjustment

Control unit
PG Drive VSR-2, to swing away,
adjustable in length

Backrest
adjustable in angle in 4 steps

Comfort seat

Side parts
adjustable in height and width,
removable for sideways transfer

TRIPLEX
Electric wheelchairs
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width adjustable 41 - 50 cm 

Seat height 54 cm 

Seat depth adjustable 40 - 45 cm 

Seat cushion 

Standard seat, black 

Comfort seat, black 

Adjustable backrest with Velcro strap system 

Backrest height 55 cm 

Backrest adjustable in angle in 4 steps, 90° to 120°, manually 

Backrest adjustable in angle in 4 steps, 90° to 135°, electrically 

Seat angle adjustable -2° to +10°, manually 

Seat angle adjustable -2° to +20°, electrically 

Headrest 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrests to swing in and out 

Legrests adjustable in width and horizontally, manually 

Legrests adjustable in width and horizontally, electrically 

Side parts adjustable in height and width 

Drive & control:

Motor 2x24V/450W 

Batteries 2x12V/55 Ah 

Control unit PG Drive VR-2 | R-Net 90 Ah 

VR-2 (up to 2 electrical options) 

R-Net (up to 4 electrical options) 

Battery charger 24V/5 Ah 

Max. Speed 6 | 10 km/h 

Max. range approx. 32 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Climbing ability 8° | 14,1% 

Tires:

Front wheels 8“ (2.80 x 250 - 4 mm), PU 

Rear wheels 14“ (3.00 - 8 mm), PU 

Rear wheel single wheel suspension 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Front- and rear lights, flashing lights 

Control unit to swing away, adjustable in length 

Control unit mounted left or right side 

VR-2 control unit for attendant person 

R-Net control unit for attendant person 

Fixation for an additional control unit for attendant person 

Curb climber 

Transportation kit 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Rearview mirror 

Apino Shopper 

Tool kit 

Software kit, cable 

Color:

Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



Taiga the robust outdoor drive, with its powerful motor, strong batteries 

and high max. capacity, it sets a high standard and offers therefore a larger

range and a plus of climbing ability. With its large wheels Taiga has a 

strong drive and overcomes uneven grounds easily. The curb climber, which

is an optional equipment, supports to overcome curbs and steps. The mud-

guard for the wheels and splash back for the batteries allows safe outdoor

driving. Additionally all manual adjustments are possible as well for electri-

cal adjustment, controlled by VR-2 control unit.

The robust outdoor drive

TAIGA
Electric wheelchairs
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121 kg 67 cm 104 cm120 cm 170 kg 162 cm

KG
KG

 

Comfort seatHeadrest
for a perfect positioning

Standard equipment Optional

Seat width
adjustable via seating frame

Adjustments
electrically upgradeable

Control unit
PG Drive VSR-2 to swing away,
adjustable in length

Seat cushion 
adjustable in width

Curb climber

Batteries
splash protected

TAIGA
Electric wheelchairs
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width adjustable 41,5 - 61,5 cm 

Seat height 50 cm 

Seat depth adjustable 41 - 56 cm 

Seat cushion adjustable in width 

Standard seat, black 

Comfort seat, black (backrest height adjustable) 

Backrest height 53 cm 

Backrest height 63 - 67 cm (mandatory with comfort seat) 

Backrest adjustable in angle in 4 steps, 90° to 120°, manually 

Backrest adjustable in angle in 4 steps, 90° to 135°, electrically 

Seat angle adjustable -2° to +10°, manually 

Seat angle adjustable -2° to +20°, electrically 

Headrest (only in combination with the comfortable seat) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrests to swing in and out 

Legrests adjustable in width and horizontally, manually 

Legrests adjustable in width and horizontally, electrically 

Side parts adjustable in height and width 

Drive & control:

Motor 2x24V/600W 

Batteries 2x12V/80 Ah 

Splash back for batteries 

Control unit PG Drive VR-2 | R-Net 90 Ah 

VR-2 (up to 2 electrical options) 

R-Net (up to 4 electrical options) 

Battery charger 24V/8 Ah 

Max. Speed 6 km/h 

Max. range approx. 35 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Climbing ability 10° | 17,6% 

Tires:

Front wheels 10“ (3.00 - 5 mm), PU 

Rear wheel 14“ (3.00 - 8 mm), PU 

Rear wheel single suspension 

 PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Mudguard at rear wheels 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Front- and rear lights, flashing lights 

Control unit to swing away, adjustable in length 

Control unit mounted left or right side 

VR-2 control unit for attendant person 

R-Net control unit for attendant person 

Fixation for an additional control unit for attendant person 

Curb climber 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Apino Shopper 

Tool kit 

Software kit, cable 

Color:

Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



Top technology is the outstanding characteristic of the Electric push and 

brake aid of B+B Togo. The Lithium-Ion-Accumulator with its 2 kg weight, is

always quickly charged, when driving downhill, it even recharges while driv-

ing and it has a 10-times higher lifetime than lead and acid batteries. Push

and brake aid Togo is compatible to all common wheelchair models. The 

stabile steel tube construction gives the safety needed. The control unit al-

lows the choice of on/off, forward and reverse gear, free-wheel-mode and 6 

levels of speed. The flexible adjustment of height allows a safe and easy go-

ing steering. The electronically controlled, brushless and therefore wear-free 

DC motor provides the best handling characteristics and is pleasantly quiet.

The nimble companion

TOGO
Electric pushing aid

66

19,3 kg 49 cm 107 - 117 cm36 cm 180 kg

KG
KG

 

Standard equipment Optional

Adaption
for all standard wheelchairs

Replacement battery
Li-Ion battery pack (rechargeable)

Unit of measurement
with safety lock

Folding mechanism
for the easy transport

Rechargeable battery
easy to change without tools

TOGO
Electric pushing aid

67

Technical Data

Drive & control:

Electric motor with operating voltage: 24 VDC 

Rechargeable battery 24V, 9.6 Ah Li-Ion battery pack 

Battery charger 24V/2 Ah 

Replacement rechargeable battery 24V 9.6 Ah Li-Ion battery pack 

Power rechargeable battery 24V 12 Ah Li-Ion battery package 

Brakes electromagnetically 

Speed forward 1,0 - 5,5 km/h (6 levels) 

Speed backwards approx. 1,5 km/h 

Range approx. 12 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Climbing ability: max. 6° | 10% 

Tires:

Drive wheels 200 x 50 mm (solid rubber) 

Equipment:

Adaptation for mounting at manual wheelchairs 

Mounting aid for adaptation 

For seath width (Standard) 37 - 52 cm 

Mounting option seat width 52 - 56 cm 

Color:

Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



Lightweight rollator

ALEVO 70

ALEVO ALU 72

ALEVO COUNTRY 74

CAPERO 76

RL-SMART 78

RL-120 80

Standard Rollator

ROLLATOR B 81

ROTEGO 81

Arthritis rollator | 3 and 2 wheel rollator

SRL 82

DELTA B 82

RL-PASO 82

Walking frame | Walking stick

GEBO | REZI 83

VFG | GS-R/L 83

INDEX
Walking aids
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Model Alevo Alevo Alu Alevo Country Capero RL-Smart RL-120

Category Lightweight Lightweight Lightweight Lightweight Lightweight Lightweight

Weight 5,8 kg 5,8 kg 5,8 kg 5,8 kg 6,7 kg 7,1 kg

Capacity 130 kg 130 kg 130 kg 136 kg 136 kg 120 kg

Handle height 81 – 96 cm 81 – 96 cm 81 – 96 cm 86 – 97 cm 82 – 94,5 cm 77,5 – 92,5 cm

Model SRL Delta B RL-Paso Gebo | Rezi VFG | GS-R/L

Category Arthritis 3 wheel 2 wheel Rollator Walking frame Walking stick

Weight 12,9 kg 5,6 kg 3 kg 2,2 | 2,5 kg 0,8 | 0,3 kg

Capacity 120 kg 100 kg 120 kg 120 kg 100 kg

Handle height 138 – 147 cm 83 – 95 cm 78 – 89 cm 82 – 92 cm 74 – 97 cm

Model Rotego Rollator B

Category Standard Standard

Weight 8 kg 9,6 kg

Capacity 130 kg 120 kg

Handle height 80 – 95 cm 78 – 94 cm

OVERVIEW
Walking aids
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Adjustable backrest

Brake

Adjustment of handle height

Removable bag

Seating

Reflector

Double cross brace

Tilting aid

Internal brake cable



Product video for
Smartphones:
scan qr code with a
special scan Applikation.

With Alevo you will start in a new age of modern rollators. Developed by Bischoff & Bischoff and created 

by „Porsche Design Studio“: Modern look meets maximum comfort. Thanks to the ultralight carbon material 

Alevo weights only 5.8 kilo! This makes it so manoeuvrable and it‘s easy to fold with only one hand movement 

- when standing! The iconic characters of the design by “Porsche Design Studio” are the concise triangular 

shapes on the sides. The symbiosis of structure and material results in significant triangular shapes trough 

which the forces are optimally distributed downwards. This form as well as the double cross brace and the 

double locking device fully guarantee the necessary stability and security of the lightweight rollator. By the 

use of economically shaped handles, Alevo lies securely in your hand and adjusts additionally to each body 

height by means of six different height settings. When resting on the soft padded seat, the back is supported 

by a height-adjustable belt. Practical and chic: The designers integrated the reflectors into the frame and in-

stalled the brake cables inwards. For the individual touch you can freely combine the primary colour black with 

the colours „silver“, „mocha“ and „aubergine“. A removable bag is part of the basic equipment - additional 

accessories are optionally available.

A new generation

ALEVO
Lightweight rollator

70

Supporting sizes

1,59 - 1,90 m

5,8 kg 62,5 cm 81 – 96 cm69 cm 130 kg 122 cm

KG
KG

 

Umbrella

Padded seat cushion

Bottle holder

Comfort backrest

Standard equipment Optional

Brakes with lock system Non-skid tires

Adjustment of handle height

Removable net bag

Reflector

Fixation strap Interior brakes

Double cross brace Stick holder

Backrest adjustment

Tilting aid

Backrest

ALEVO
Lightweight rollator

71

Technical Data

Material Carbon 

Supporting sizes 1,59 – 1,90 m 

Handle height 81 – 96 cm 

Seat area 44 x 22 cm 

Seat height 58,5 cm 

Wheels 200 x 35 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Turning circle 122 cm 

Weatherproof and removeable net bag (max. capacity 5 kg) 

Backrest (adjustable in height) 

Comfort Backrest (adjustable in height) 

Padded seat cushion 

Stick holder 

Bottle holder 

Non-skid Tires 

Umbrella incl. fixation 

Lock „Hercules“ 

Name tag „ID“ 

Color:

Frame color: Silver, Mocca, Aubergine 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



The Alevo Alu is the optimal companion for everyday life. Equipped with integrated reflectors, a double cross-

brace with dual locking device, as well as a removable bag and a backstrap, it provides safety and comfort while 

carrying out daily tasks or going for a stroll. Its modern look, with ergonomically shaped handles, inside brake 

cables and distinctive, eye-catching silver triangles on the sides gives it puristic elegance. The combination of 

excellent design, stable construction and high-grade aluminium, provides the Alevo Alu with both exceptionally 

smooth-running wheels and optimal road grip. The Alevo Alu thereby weighs only 6.9 kg, and can be optionally 

fitted with additional accessories: profiled tyres, cane holder, bottle-holder, umbrella, comfortable backstrap, 

seat cushion, “ID” nameplate and “Hercules” lock.

The elegante alternative

ALEVO ALU
Lightweight rollator

72

Supporting size:

1,59 - 1,90 m

6,4 kg 60,5 cm 81 – 96 cm71 cm 130 kg 122 cm

KG
KG

 

Padded seat cushion

Lock „Hercules“

Bottle holder

Name tag „ID“

Standard equipment Optional

Brakes with lock system Non-skid tires

Adjustment of handle height

Removable net bag

Reflector

Umbrella

Double cross brace Stick holder

Fixation strap

Tilting aid

Backrest

Interior brakes

ALEVO ALU
Lightweight rollator
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Technical Data

Material Aluminium 

Supporting size 1,59 – 1,90 m 

Handle height 80 – 95 cm 

Seat area 45 x 22 cm 

Seat height 58,5 cm 

Wheels 200 x 35 mm (PU) 

Turning circle 122 cm 

Removable bag (max. capacity 5 kg) 

Backrest (adjustable height) 

Comfort Backrest (adjustable height) 

Padded seat cushion 

Stick holder 

Bottle  holder 

Non-skid tires 

Umbrella incl. fixation 

Lock „Hercules“ 

Name tag „ID“ 

Color:

Frame color: Midnight blue | Anthracite 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



The Alevo Country is the perfect wheeled walker for strolls in nature. Equipped with profiled tyres, it offers 

stability and a firm grip on uneven gravel or forest paths. The convenient, wide backstrap makes sitting even 

more comfortable. The Alevo Country thus invites you to take rest breaks and to linger in pleasant spots from 

time to time. The removable bag offers storage space for the accompanying snack. The overall shape, as well 

as the proven features, are in keeping with the typical Alevo design. Ergonomically shaped handles, a double 

crossbrace with dual locking device, inside brake cables and distinctive, eye-catching silver triangles create 

a recognisable look. The Alevo Country is made of aluminium and weighs only 6.9 kg. It can be optionally 

fitted with the following accessories: cane holder, bottle holder, umbrella, seat cushion, “ID” nameplate and 

a “Hercules” lock.

The great outdoor walker

ALEVO COUNTRY
Lightweight rollator

74

Supporting size:

1,59 - 1,90 m

6,4 kg 60,5 cm 81 – 96 cm71 cm 130 kg 122 cm

KG
KG

 

Padded seat cushion

Lock „Hercules“

bottle holder

Name tag „ID“

Standard equipment Optional

Brakes with lock system Umbrella

Non-skid tires

Revmovable bag

Double cross brace Stick holder

Fixation strap

Tilting aid

ALEVO COUNTRY
Lightweight rollator
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Technical Data

Material Aluminium 

Supporting size 1,59 – 1,90 m 

Handle height 80 – 95 cm 

Seat area 45 x 22 cm 

Seat height 58,5 cm 

Wheels 200 x 35 mm (PU) 

Turning circle 122 cm 

Removable bag (max. capacity 5 kg) 

Comfort Backrest (adjustable in height) 

Non-skid tires 

Padded seat cushion 

Stick holder 

Bottle holder 

Umbrella incl. fixation 

Lock „Hercules“ 

Name tag „ID“ 

Color:

Frame color: Midnight blue | Anthracite 


 

Basic equipm
ent w
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selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



With the Capero you will explore your everyday life newly and free. The aluminum rollator weighs only a little 

more than 6 kg, including some extras which are serial equipment. Capero is equipped with a stick holder and 

a bag for personal belongings or for small purchases. If you want to have a little break, the nylon fabric and a 

stabile backrest belt allow comfortable seating. The height adjustable push handles enable Capero to adjust 

to your individual body measures. Transport is also very easy with this light weight. With one pull, it folds to-

gether and additionally, with one click, wheels can be removed, if needed. Like this Capero will fit into any car

without problem.

An easy everyday life

CAPERO
Lightweight rollator

76

5,8 kg 64 cm 86 – 97 cm76,5 cm 136 kg 137,2 cm

KG
KG

 

Standard equipment Optional

Wheels
removeable with click system

Reflector „Ray“

Net bag
removeable

Folding mechanism
upright position when folded

Brakes 
with lock system

Lock „Hercules“

Stick holder
included in delivery

Seat area
easily foldable mechanism

CAPERO
Lightweight rollator

77

Technical Data

Material Aluminium 

Handle height 86 – 97 cm 

Seat area 45 x 25 cm 

Seat height 54 cm 

Comfort Backrest 

Front wheels 190 x 43 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 175 x 43 cm PU (solid rubber) 

Turning circle 137 cm 

Weatherproof and removeable net bag (max. capacity 5 kg) 

Stick holder 

Lock „Hercules“ 

eflector „Ray“ 

Color:

Frame color: Platin | Midnight blue 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



The lightweight rollator out of aluminium weighs 6.7 kg only. A specially broad and soft seat enables you to 

have comfortable rest periods. Reflectors on front wheels provide for safety in the dark. Due to push handles 

adjustable in height the rollator can be used by tall and small people. Delivery contains a stick holder as well 

as a large removable fabric bag as an additional extra. The new lightweight rollator visually shines in platinum 

or blue metallic colour and with a puristic design, which is underlined by inner tube brake cables.

Chic - easy - mobile

RL-SMART
Lightweight rollator

78

6,7 kg 63 cm 82 – 94,5 cm65,5 cm 136 kg 112,6 cm

KG
KG

 

Standard equipment Optional

Seat area
specially broad and soft

„Lux“ multi-purpose light
LED lighting

Net bag
removable

Folding mechanism
upright position when folded

Brakes 
with internal brake cable

„Petite“ bag
e.g. for mobile phone

Stick holder

Brakes 
with lock system

RL-SMART
Lightweight rollator
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Technical Data


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Material Aluminium 

Handle height 82 – 94,5 cm 

Seat area 45 x 25 cm 

Seat height 54 cm 

Comfort Backrest 

Front wheels 200 x 40 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 170 x 40 cm PU (solid rubber) 

Turning circle 112 cm 

Weatherproof and removeable net bag (max. capacity 5 kg) 

Stick holder 

Lock „Hercules“ 

Name tag „ID“ 

„Lux“ multi-purpose light 

„Petite“ bag 

Color:

Frame color: Platin | Blue metallic 



7,1 kg 62,5 cm 77,5 – 92,5 cm67 cm 120 kg 136 cm

KG
KG

RL-120
Lightweight rollator

80

RL-120 | Lightweight rollator

Material Aluminium 

Handle height 77,5 – 92,5 cm 

Seat area 35,5 x 35 cm 

Seat height 51 cm 

Front wheels 200 x 30 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 200 x 30 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Turning circle  136 cm 

Shopping basket removeable 

Color:

Frame color: Silver metallic 

SL
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9,6 kg 60 cm 78 – 94 cm69 cm 120 kg 125,6 cm

KG
KG

8 kg 58 cm 80 – 95 cm60 cm 130 kg 123 cm

KG
KG

 

ROLLATOR B | ROTEGO 
Standard rollator

81

ROLLATOR B | Standard rollator ROTEGO | Standard rollator

Material Steel 

Handle height 78 – 94 cm 

Seat area 38  x 15,5 cm (effektive Sitzbreite 42 cm) 

Seat height 60 cm 

Front wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

One-hand brake right | left 

Pushing bar extension (maximum handle height 120 cm) 

Turning circle 125 cm 

Shopping basket removeable 

Tray & stick holder 

Color:

Frame color: Silver metallic 

Material Steel 

Handle height 80 – 95 cm 

Seat area 35 x 23 cm (gepolstert) 

Seat height 60,5 cm 

Front wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Folding blocking 

Turning cicle 125 cm 

Shopping basket removeable 

Tray & stick holder 

Color:

Frame color: Silver metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

XXL
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SRL | DELTA B
Arthritis rollator | 3 wheel rollator | 2 wheel rollator

82

12,9 kg 60 cm 138 – 147 cm72 cm 120 kg 122,4 cm

KG
KG

6,6 kg 66 cm 83 – 95 cm56 cm 100 kg 47 cm

KG
KG

SRL | Arthritis rollator

DELTA B | 3 wheel rollator

Material Steel 

Handle height 138 – 147 cm 

Seat area 38 x 15,5 cm (upholstered) 

Seat height  60 cm 

Front wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Front wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Special brake system 

Upholstered pads for patients with rheumatism and arthritis 

Shopping basket removeable 

Tray & stick holder 

Color:

Frame color: Silver metallic 

Material Steel 

Handle height 83 – 95 cm 

Wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Folding blocking 

Turning cicle 47 cm 

Shopping basket 

Color:

Frame color: Red | Blue 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

2,2 kg 82 – 92 cm 58 cm51,5 cm 120 kg

KG

KG

2,5 kg 82 – 92 cm 53 cm51,5 cm 120 kg

KG

KG

0,8 kg 74 – 97 cm 100 kg

KG
KG

0,3 kg 74 – 97 cm 100 kg

KG
KG

 

GEBO | REZI | VFG | GS-R/L 
Walking frame | Walking stick

83

Foldable

Adjustable in height

Handle height 82 – 92 cm

Farbe:

Frame color: Bronze anodized

Usable on both sides

Handle height 74 – 97 cm

Color:

Bronze anodized

Foldable

Adjustable in height

Handle height 82 – 92 cm

Farbe:

Frame color: Bronze anodized

Anatomic handgrip (GS-R right hand | GS-L left hand)

Handle height 74 – 97 cm

Color:

Bronze anodized

GEBO | Walking frame

VFG | Four footed walking aid

REZI | Walking frame

GS-R/L | Walking stick

8 kg 58 cm 80 – 95 cm60 cm 130 kg 123 cm

KG
KG

RL-PASO | 2 wheel Rollator

Material Steel 

Handle height 78,5 – 89,5 cm 

Seat area 

Shopping basket removable 

Tray 

Pressure kit 

Wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber) 

Color:

Frame color: Silver matallic 
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4-wheel scooter

FORTIS 86

FLIP 88

 

Model Fortis Flip

Category 4-wheel scooter 4-wheel scooter

Max. speed 6 km/h 6 km/h

Capacity 135 kg 130 kg

Max. range 26 km 12 km

Climbing ability 12° 12°

OVERVIEW
4-wheel scooter

85

Cockpit with LCD display

10“ PU tires (solid rubber)

Backside pocket

independent suspension

Shopping basket

Indicator

Front light

Steering column

Armrest

Rearview mirror

Backrest adjustment

Rear light | indicator

Rear wheel

Rotatable seat



Never before it has been more easy to get on and drive a scooter than it is now. This is possible due to Fortis lowered 

chassis frame and tread. Maximum driving comfort is guaranteed by single suspensioned rear wheels. The extreme 

small turning radius increases mobility on most narrow spaces - e.g. between shelves in a supermarket. Fortis drives 

with up to 6 km/ph. Basic equipment includes armrests rotatable and adjustable in height, shopping basket, pock-

et on the back of the backrest as well as a rear mirror, anti tip device and foot mat. Characteristics:

• Extreme small turning radius

• Lowered chassis frame to relieve access

• Rear axle single suspension wheel

• Demountable without tools (for transport)

The maneuverable

FORTIS
4-wheel Scooter

86

88 kg 62 cm 101 cm119,5 cm 135 kg 141,5 cm

KG
KG

 

Stick holderSteel tube
for lower body protection

Standard equipment Optional

Cockpit with LED display
clearly arranged and easy to handle

Second mirror
right

Lighting

Steering column 
adjustable

Garage
plastic rain cover

Seat
removable and rotatable

FORTIS
4-wheel Scooter

87

Technical Data

Seat unit:

Seat width 44 - 52 cm 

Seat height 45 - 57 cm 

Seat depth 40 cm 

Seat removable, rotatable, artificial leather 

Backrest height 42 cm 

Backrest foldable 

Backrest angle adjustment from 0° bis 30°, manually 

Seat angle 4° 

Headrest 

Armrests adjustable in height, broad and to swing away backwards

continuously adjustable in width 

Armrests upholstery adjustable in angle 

Steering column adjustable 

Drive & control:

Motor 24 V/350 W, max 4200 RPM 

Batteries 2x12V/36 Ah 

Battery charger DC 24 V/5 Ah 

Control unit PG S-Drive, 70 Ah 

Cockpit with LED display 

Battery-charge gauge with LED 

Speed control electronically 

Electric drive- gear release for manual drive 

Max. Speed 6 km/h 

Range approx. 26 km 

Obstacle height 60 mm 

Ground clearance 60 mm 

Climbing ability 12° | 21% 

Turning circle 141 cm

Tires: 

Front wheels 10“ PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 10“ PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheel single suspension 

Equipment:

Front- and rear lights, flashing lights 

Brakes electro-magnetically and mechanically 

Horn 

Shopping basket front, removeable 

Integrated pocket in the backrest 

Foot mat 

Footpads 

Rearview mirror (standard left) 

Second mirror (right) 

Safety belt 

Anti tippers 

Stick holder 

Raincoat with hood 

Wicket bag S|M 

Garage (plastic rain cover) 

Steel tube for lower body protection 

Color:

Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



The flexible mini-scooter Flip accompanies you on your way to town. Either in a shopping center or on most narrow 

spaces – You will reach your destination without any effort. Your goods can be put in a practical shopping basket. 

The turnable seat and rotatable armrests to the back make it easy to get on and off the scooter without any effort. 

The modern scooter is attractive in its puristic look. Flip can easily speed up from up to 6 km/h and has a range 

of approx. 12 km. The scooter can be folded and demounted with only a few actions and without tools. Therefore 

transportation by car is uncomplicated and simple. You can always rely on this shopping companion.

The agile companion

FLIP
4-wheel scooter

88

42 kg 50 cm 101,5 cm101,5 cm 130 kg 111,5 cm

KG
KG

 

Standard equipment Optional

Cockpit
clearly arranged and easy to handle

„Petite“ bag

Shopping basket
removable

Easy to demount
without tools

Seat
emovable and rotatable

FLIP
4-wheel scooter

89

Technical Data

Seat unit:

Seat width 37 - 54 cm 

Seat height 40 - 47,5 cm 

Seat depth 38 cm 

Seat removable, rotating, artificial leather 

Backrest height 35 cm 

Backrest angle 105° 

Seat angle 1° 

Armrests to swing backwards, removable 

Steering column adjustable 

Drive & control:

Motor 24 V/270 W, max 4700 RPM 

Batteries 2x12V/12 Ah 

Replacement batteries 2 x 21 V/12 Ah 

Battery charger DC 24 V/1,8 Ah 

Control unit PG S-Drive, 45 Ah 

Battery charge display 

Speed control electronically 

Electrical drive 

Max. speed 6 km/h 

Range approx. 12 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Ground clearance 50 mm 

Climbing ability 12° (21%) up to 110 kg (from 111kg 9°) 

Turning circle 111 cm 

Tires: 

Front wheels 7,5“ x 2,35“ PU (solid rubber) 

Rear wheels 7,5“ x 2,35“ PU (solid rubber) 

Equipment:

Brakes electromagnetically 

Horn 

Shopping basket front, removeable 

„Petite“ bag 

Color:

Anthracite 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 
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Bathtub seats | Shower stool

BLUE RANGE 92

Shower stool | Bath board

DH-40 96

BB-80 96

Toilet seat raiser

TSE-A 97

TSE-EASY 10 97

TSE-SENSE 97

Bathtub seats

BDS-40 97

Commode seat | Shower commode wheelchair

TS-CARE 98

TS-AQUA 98

TS-1 99

TS-200 99

Everyday life aids

HELMA 100

C-COMB 100

SLIP BAG 100

RAIN CAPE 100

TRANSFER DISC 100

GRIP 100

WALL HANDLES 100
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3,2 kg 72,5 cm 43 cm61 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

Barbados
Safely fixed to the edge of the tub

BLUE RANGE
Bath tub seats

92

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Colors: Bright blue | White

BARBADOS | Bathtub seat

4,8 kg 71,5 cm 49 cm54 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

2,4 kg 69 – 79 cm 27,5 cm53 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

Aruba
Rotating seat suitable for standard bath 
tubs with outer dimension of 70 cm

 

BLUE RANGE
Bath tub seats

93

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Colors: Bright blue | White

CURACAO | Bathtub seat

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Colors: Bright blue | White

ARUBA | Rotating bathtub seat



3 kg 50,5 cm 66 – 76 cm54,5 cm 120 kg

KG

KG

3,8 kg 50,5 cm 80 – 90 cm58 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Seat height 45 – 55 cm (5 times over clip)

Colors: Bright blue | White

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Seat height 45 – 55 cm (5 times over clip)

Colors: Bright blue | White

VARADERO | Shower stools

TRINIDAD | Shower stools

BLUE RANGE
Shower stools

94

4,6 kg 56,5 cm 86 – 94 cm52 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

3 kg 49 cm 44,5 – 55 cm47,5 cm 120 kg

KG

KG

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Seat height 46 – 54 cm

Colors: Bright blue | White

TOBAGO | Shower stools

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Seat height 45 – 55 cm (5 times over clip)

Colors: Bright blue | White

HAITI | Wall mounted shower stool

 

BLUE RANGE
Shower stools

95
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4,1 kg 50 cm 78,5 – 96,5 cm41 cm 110 kg

KG
KG

2,6 kg 78,5 cm 21,5 cm37 cm 100 kg

KG

KG

3,2 kg 50 cm 50 – 67,5 cm41 cm 110 kg

KG

KG

1,7 kg 41 cm 44 – 54 cm41 cm 120 kg

KG

KG

Seat width 37 cm

Soap place tray

Hanging in device for shower sprinkler

Color: White (handle selectable in blue or white)

Seat height 39 – 57 cm

Seat area 38 x 32 cm

Hanging in device for shower sprinkler (right and left)

Color: White (handle selectable in blue or white)

BB-80 | Bath boardDH-40-L | Shower stool

BB-80 | DH-40
Shower stools | Bath board

96

Seat height 39 – 57 cm

Seat area 38 x 32 cm

Hanging in device for shower sprinkler

Color: White (handle selectable in blue or white)

Seat height 44 – 54 cm

Seat area Ø 33 cm

Color: White

DH-40 | Shower stool DH-40-R | Shower stool

1,4 kg 38 cm 13 cm41 cm 200 kg

KG
KG

6,8 kg 72 cm 55,5 cm51,5 cm 120 kg

KG

KG

 

TSE-A | TSE-EASY 10 | TSE-SENSE | BDS-40
Toilet seat raiser | Rotating bathtub seat

97

6,8 kg 56 cm 36 cm49 cm 150 kg

KG
KG

2 kg 38 cm 12 cm41 cm 200 kg

KG
KG

Seat height 3-fold adjustable 8 | 10 | 12 cm (plus toilet height)

Seat depth 40 cm

Tipping angle adjustable

Armrests swing-away, removeable

Funnel shaped internal hygiene opening 29 x 22,4 cm oval

Color: White

Seat height 10 cm (plus toilet height)

Seat depth 39 cm

Lid removable for cleaning

Funnel shaped internal hygiene opening 22,8 x 22 cm oval

Color: White

TSE-A | Toilet seat raiser TSE-EASY 10 | Toilet seat raiser

Seat height 10 cm (plus toilet height)

Seat depth 38,4 cm

Hygiene opening 22,8 x 22 cm oval

Color: White

Seat area 41 x 40 cm

Color: White

TSE-SENSE | Toilet seat raiser BDS-40 | Rotating bathtub seat



14,4 kg (Ver. 1)

19,2 kg (Ver. 2)

56 cm (Ver. 1)

63 cm (Ver. 2)

92,5 cm (Ver. 1)

110 cm (Ver. 2)

99 – 104 cm

KG
KG

120 kg

7,6 kg 55 cm 81 – 91 cm52 cm 120 kg

KG
KG

TS-CARE | TS-AQUA
Commode seat | Shower commode wheelchair

98

Seat height 50 – 60 cm

Seat area 40 x 42 cm

Padded seat area with seat plate

Incl. covering plate and commode bucket

hygiene opening 26 x 22,4 cm oval

Color: Blue

Seat height 52 cm

Version 1: Pushing wheelchair wheels 5“, rear wheel with locking brake

Version 2: Grip wheels front wheels 5“, rear wheels 24“ with locking brake

Armrests swing-away

Footplates wiveling

Incl. inserted upholstery and commode bucket

Seat area 43 x 39 cm

hygiene opening 26 x 18 cm oval

Color: Blue

TS-CARE | Commode seat TS-AQUA | Shower commode wheelchair

12,6 kg 56 cm 93,5 cm 96 cm

KG
KG

120 kg 12,2 kg 55 cm 80 cm 96 cm

KG
KG

120 kg

 

TSE-1 | TS-200
Commode wheelchairs

99

Seat height 50 cm

Seat area 42 x 45 cm

Padded seat

Backrest removable

Incl. commode bucket

hygiene opening 26 x 22,5 cm oval

Color: Grey

Seat height 50 cm

Seat area 42 x 45 cm

Padded seat

Footplates and armrests swiveling

Incl. commode bucket

hygiene opening 26 x 22,5 cm oval

Color: Grey

TS-1 | Commode wheelchairs TS-200 | Commode wheelchairs

SL
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HELMA | C-COMB | SLIP BAG | RAIN CAPE | TRANSFER DISC | GRIP | WALL HANDLES
Every day life aids

100

Sizes: S | M | L

Color: Blue

Sizes: S | L

Color: Blue

SLIP BAG

RAIN CAPE
Length: 30 | 45 |60 cm

Color: Chrome

WALL HANDLES

Length: 70 | 80 cm

Color: Red |Blue

Diameter: 327 mm

Height: 23 mm

Capacity: 125 kg

Color: Black | white

GRIP

TRANSFER DISC

Combination of visco elastic foam-gel

Thin, light and flexible comfort seat cushion

Cover: Wetness-impenetrable and breathable with coating against

micro-fungi and bacteria

Sizes: 40 x 43 x 5 cm | 43 x 43 x 5 cm | 46 x 43 x 5 cm | 49 x 46 x 5 cm

Cover color: black

C-COMB | Seat cushion
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XL Products

S-ECO 300 XL 104

PYRO LIGHT OPTIMA XL 106

PYRO LIGHT XL 108

XXL Products

ECON XXL 110

NEO XXL 112

ROLLATOR B XXL 114

COMMODE WHEELCHAIR XXL 114

SL Products

RL-120 SL 115

TOBAGO SL 115

TS-1 SL 115

PYRO START PLUS SL 116

PROTEGO SL 118

with adjustable compressor

Composition PVC 0,3 mm

Dimensions 200 x 90 cm

Air emission 6 –7 l/min

Max. capacity: 110 kg

HELMA | alternating pressure mattress
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Seamless coverage up to a height of 2.10 m
and a weight of 250 kg.

The number of tall and heavy people is growing steadily. We can’t really speak of a standard size

when it comes to people. B+B takes this into account with the Special Sizes product range. Sub-

divided into XL, XXL and SL (Special Length), these products seamlessly match the the standard 

size. B+B is in contact with research and science in order to guarantee the best possible coverage. 

To this end, B+B joined forces with Leipzig University’s Research Centre for Civilisation Diseases 

(LIFE). The seamless coverage up to a height of 2.10 m and a weight of 250 kg is therefore easily

possible– with the usual B + B quality.

 

 

 

S-Eco 300 XL Pyro Light XL Pyro Light
Optima XL

Pyro Start Plus 
SL

Protego SL Tobago SLRL-120 SL TS-1 SL

Econ XXL Commode Wheel-
chair XXL

Rollator B XXL Neo XXL

XL
PRODUCTS

Capacity
max. 170 KG

XXL
PRODUCTS

Capacity
max. 250 KG

SL
PRODUCTS

coverage height
up to 2,10 m

KG

KG

Product Categories

SPECIAL SIZES
Overview
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B2

B1 F1 M1 M2 M3

F5 M5 F3 F4

Strong upper body
Short legs

Source: Löffler-Wirth H et al. (2016) Novel Anthropometry Based on 3D-Bodyscans Applied to a Large Population Based Cohort. 

S-Eco 300 XL
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Optima XL

Pyro Start Plus SL
Protego SL
RL-120 SL
Tobago SL
TS-1 SL

Long, thin body
Long, thin legs
Short arms

Short upper body
Large abdominal girth
Strong limbs

S-Eco 300 XL
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Optima XL

Pyro Start Plus SL
Protego SL
RL-120 SL
Tobago SL
TS-1 SL

Small girth
Thin upper body
Long legs

Very large upper body
Large abdominal girth

S-Eco 300 XL
Pyro Light XL
Pyro Light Optima XL

Pyro Start Plus SL
Protego SL
RL-120 SL
Tobago SL
TS-1 SL

Slim body
Long arms
Long legs

Very large body
Strong thighs
Wide hanging shoulders

Econ XXL
Commode
wheelchair XXL
Rollator B XXL
Neo XXL

Pyro Start Plus SL
Protego SL
RL-120 SL
Tobago SL
TS-1 SL

Strong arms
Strong neck
Long legs

Strong upper body
Strong thighs

Econ XXL
Commode
wheelchair XXL
Rollator B XXL
Neo XXL

Pyro Start Plus SL
Protego SL
RL-120 SL
Tobago SL
TS-1 SL

Long upper body
Long arms
Slim body

Features:

Coverage:

Coverage::

Features:

Body Shapes & Coverage



 

B2

F5

M5

The S-ECO 300 XL is the B+B XL wheelchair in the standard range. With 

its ability to accommodate a weight of 170 kg and its availability in seat 

widths of 52 cm, 55 cm and 58 cm, this wheelchair is ideal for the larg-

er user. As with the S-ECO 300, the seat height can be adjusted and a 

rear wheel extension is also possible. Furthermore, the S-ECO 300 XL is 

equipped with duo side panels.

The standard wheelchair with 
added flexibility

S-ECO 300 XL
Standard wheelchair

104

22,8 kg sw + 20 cm 87 – 91 cm109 cm 170 kg

KG
KG

 

S-ECO 300 XL
Standard wheelchair

105

FootplateSafety belt

Technical Data


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard fittings Optional

Quick-release axle Anti tippers

Adapter block
double mounting for seat height ad-
justment and wheel base extension

Duo side parts
adjustable desk and long

Stick holder

Legrest
swivelling in and outwards

Seating unit:

Seat width  52 | 55 | 58 cm 

Seat height front 51 cm | rear 49 cm (standard) 

Seat height front 47 cm | 49 cm 

Seat height rear 44 cm | 46 cm 

Seat depth 45 cm 

Seat cushion 

Seat upholstery nylon 

Backrest height 40 cm 

Backrest upholstery nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel straps 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Amputee support left | right 

Duo side parts ( desk | long position adjustable) swing away 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 200 x 50 mm 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

Adapter block 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt XL 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Grey 



B2

F5
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PYRO LIGHT OPTIMA XL
Lightweight wheelchair

106

Like the Pyro Light Optima, the Pyro Light Optima XL comes with standard

features such as an individual seat depth and seat height adjustment, ang-

le and width adjustable footrests, as well as height-adjustable side panels. 

With a maximum user weight of 170 kg and availability in the seat widths 

of 52 cm, 55 cm and 58 cm, it provides optimum stability and comfort. The 

Pyro Light Optima XL also benefits from height-adjustable push handles, 

making it more comfortable for the accompanying person to manoeuvre.

Comfort guaranteed

21,6 kg sw + 20 cm 85 – 95 cm111 cm 170 kg

KG
KG

 

PYRO LIGHT OPTIMA XL
Lightweight wheelchair

107

Drum brakeTherapy tray

Technical Data

Standard equipment Optional

Adapter block
for manifold adjustments

Headrest
adjustable

Side parts
adjustable in height

Seat depth
adjustable to 50 cm

Legrests elongation

Push handles
adjustable in height

Seating unit:

Seat width  52 | 55 | 58 cm 

Seat height front 50 cm 

Seat height front 40 cm (only available with 6“ front wheel) 

Seat height front 42,5 | 45 |47,5 cm 

Seat dept 42,5 cm (adjustable from 40 cm to 50 cm in 2.5 cm steps) 

Seat cushion (seat widths 37 – 52 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 42 cm 

Backrest height adjustable (40 – 46 cm) 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle and in width with heel straps 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 8“ 200 x 50 mm, PU 

Wheelbase extension 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt XL 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



 

B2

F5

M5

The Pyro Light XL is the reliable alternative to the Pyro Light for the larger 

user. It provides a wide range of adaptations, such as the adjustable back-

rest, the adjustable seat height and the rear wheel extension. The Pyro Light 

XL can also be equipped with an optional “desk” or “long” side panel. In ad-

dition, the leg rests can swivel in and out and can be adjusted to a horizon-

tal position if necessary. The angle of the footrests can also be adjusted. Its 

extensive range of accessories makes the Pyro Light XL even more versatile.

Provides versatility

PYRO LIGHT XL
Lightweight wheelchair
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18,6 kg sw + 19 cm 94 cm108 cm 170 kg

KG
KG

 

One hand driveBrake lever extension


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard equipment Optional

Quick-release axle Single-hand hydraulic brake

Footplates
with heel strap

Double cross brace Seat cushion

Legrest
swivelling in and outwards

PYRO LIGHT XL
Lightweight wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 51 | 56 cm 

Seat height 49 cm 

Seat height adjustment 42 | 44 | 45 | 47 | 52 | 54 cm 

Seat depth 42 (Standard) | 44 cm 

Seat cushion 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 42 cm 

Backrest height adjustment 40 – 44 cm 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system (Seat width 51 | 56 cm) 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Footplates adjustable in angle and lockable 

Footplate 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Legrest elongation 10 cm (from seat height 47 cm) 

Amputee support right | left 

Side parts ( desk | long) 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 7“ x 13/4“  

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt XL 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Castor extension (hemiplegic version) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Silver metallic 



 

F3

F4

The wheelchair Econ XXL is a stable companion with a capacity up to 250 

kg. The different seat widths 60, 65 and 70 cm offer a generous seating 

comfort. As standard, the wheelchair already offers a high level of comfort 

for the patient as well as for the accompanying person: Chair cushion, foot-

rest and cane holder are also included as standard features as well as drum 

brakes, height-adjustable handles and a bag on the back.

The standard wheelchair with 
added strength

ECON XXL
Standard wheelchair
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35,2 kg sw + 22 cm 99 – 106 cm110 cm 250 kg

KG
KG

 

Backrest unit with strap systemLegrest
elevating horizontally


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard equipment Optional

Drum brake Amputee support

Footplate
adjustable in height

Stabilizing bar Side parts
6 times adjustable in height

Stick holder

ECON XXL
Standard wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 60 | 65 | 70 cm 

Seat height 50 - 55 cm 

Seat depth 48 cm 

Seat cushion 

Backrest height 46 - 53,5 cm adjustable 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplate adjustable in height 

Heel straps with velcro closure 

Calf belt 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards removable 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Amputee support right | left 

Side parts foldable upwards 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“, reinforced axle 

Front wheel 7“ 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Stick holder 

Stabilizing bar 

Pocket in back rest upholstery 

Card lock 

Passive lighting 

Color:

Anthracite metallic 



 

F3

F4

The Neo XXL is the most sturdy and powerful of the B+B power chair range. 

The powerful motor masters easily distances up to 40 km. Beneath its high 

max. capacity Neo offers a lot of driving comfort, as well as comfortable 

seating, due to the single wheel suspension of front and rear wheels. Fur-

ther it offers 3 different seat options and the possibility to upgrade all 

manual adjustments into electrical adjustments.

Optimum power

NEO XXL
Electric wheelchairs
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131 kg 69 cm 101 cm115 cm 200 kg 110 cm

KG
KG

 

Adjustments
electrically upgradeable

Mudguard
rear wheels

Standard equipment Optional

Comfort Seat Rearview mirror

Footplates
adjustable in angle

LED lighting
front and rear reflector

Control unit
R-Net Can Bus

Wheel suspension
Wheel suspension single wheel suspen-
sion (front and rear wheel)

NEO XXL
Electric wheelchairs
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width adjustable 40 - 51 cm 

Seat width adjustable 52 - 60 cm 

Seat height 50 cm 

Seat depth adjustable 42 - 51 cm 

Seat cushion 

Standard seat, black 

Comfort seat (only in combination with elongated seat frame) 

Recaro seat 

Extended seating frame 

Adjustable backrest with velcro strap system 

Backrest height 44 cm 

Backrest angle adjustment, -5° to 75°, manually 

Backrest angle adjustment, -5° to 75° 

electrically (needs R-Net control) 

Seat angle adjustable -2° to +19°, manually 

Seat angle adjustable -2° to +19°

electrically (needs R-Net control) 

Headrest 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle 

Legrests to swing in and out 

Legrests horizontally with length adjustment (only with calf pads) 

Legrests adjustable in width and horizontally, electrically 

Calf pads for horizontally elevating legrests 

Side parts adjustable in height and width 

Drive & control:

Motor 2x24V/220W 

Batteries 2x12V/60 Ah 

Control unit PG Drive VR-2 60 Ah 

Control unit R-Net Can Bus (mandatory for electrical adjustments) 

Battery charger 24V/8 Ah 

Max. speed 6 km/h 

Max. speed 10 km/h incl. light package according to STVZO 

Max. range approx. 40 km 

Obstacle height 50 mm 

Climbing ability 12° | 21,2% 

Tiers:

Front wheels 8“ (3.00 - 4 mm), air 

Rear wheels 14“ (3.00 - 8 mm), air 

Front wheels 8“ (3.00 - 4 mm), lug tread 

Rear wheels 14“ (3.00 - 8 mm), lug tread 

Airless tyres (RolkoFill) 

Front and rear wheel single suspension 

Mudguard rear wheels 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Front- and rear lights, flashing lights 

Control unit to swing away, adjustable in length 

Control unit mounted left or right side 

VR-2 control unit for attendant person 

R-Net control unit for attendant person 

Fixation for an additional control unit for attendant person 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Rearview mirror 

Tool kit 

software, cable 

Color:
Silver 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 



12,1 kg 70,5 cm 79 – 94 cm64 cm 200 kg 121,6 cm

KG
KG

46,1 kg 71 – 86 cm 102,5 cm 102,5 cm

KG
KG

250 kg

 

F3 F4

F3 F4

Material: Steel

Handle height 79 – 94 cm

Seat area 49 x 26 cm (effective seat width 55 cm)

Seat height 63 cm

Front wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber)

Rear wheels 200 x 50 mm PU (solid rubber)

Shopping basket removeable

Tray & stick holder

Color: Silver metallic

ROLLATOR B XXL | Rollator

Seat width 55 | 60 |65 | 70 cm

Seat height 51 cm

Armrests swiveling

Footboard adjustable in height

Rear swivel-brake wheels, 200 x 50 mm

Including commode bucket and upholstered seat plate

Hygiene opening 28 x 25 cm oval

Color: Grey

COMMODE WHEELCHAIR XXL
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8 kg 62 cm 87,5 – 107,5 cm71 cm 120 kg 147 cm

KG
KG

4,7 kg 64 cm 94,5 – 102,5 cm52 cm 150 kg

KG
KG

16 kg 60 cm 95 cm 101 – 109 cm

KG
KG

150 kg

 

B1 F1 M1 M2 M3

B1 F1 M1 M2 M3

B1 F1 M1 M2 M3

Material: Aluminium

Handle height 87,5 – 107,5 cm

Seat area 35,5  x 35 cm

Seat height 59 – 64 cm (3-fold adjustable)

Front wheels 200 x 36 mm PU (solid rubber)

Rear wheels 200 x 36 mm PU (solid rubber)

Shopping basket removeable

Tray

Color: Silver metallic

RL-120 SL | Lightweight rollator

Seat Width 42 cm

Seat Depth 45 cm

Seat height 52 – 60 cm adjustable

Backrest height 46 cm

Padded seat

Backrest removable

Incl. commode bucket

hygiene opening 26 x 22,5 cm oval

Color: Grey

TS-1 SL | Commode wheelchair

Seat area 40 x 40 cm

Seat height 52 – 60 cm

Color: White

TOBAGO SL | Shower stool
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B1

F1

M1

M2

M3

PYRO START PLUS SL
Lightweight wheelchair
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The Pyro Start Plus SL is the B+B lightweight wheelchair for tall people. Its 

dimensions match the Pyro Start Plus seamlessly, so that coverage is ensured 

up to a height of 2.10 m. The seat height (52.5 - 60 cm), seat depth (46 - 52 

cm) and backrest height (46 - 50 cm) can all be adjusted, meaning the Pyro 

Start Plus SL provides maximum flexibility. All the usual Pyro Start Plus features 

can also be found here. For the comfort of the accompanying person, this light-

weight wheelchair can also be equipped with an optional depth-adjustable 

push handle.

The lightweight

15,8 kg sw + 20 cm 106 - 110 cm110 cm 150 kg

KG
KG

 

PYRO START PLUS SL
Lightweight wheelchair
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Anti tippersSeat cushion


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 

Standard equipment Optional

backrest unit with strap system
adjustable

Push handles
adjustable in height

Seat height
adjustable

Backrest height
adjustable

Brake lever extension

Seat Depth
adjustable

Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 43 | 46 | 49 | 52 cm 

Seat height front 52,5 - 60 cm adjustable 

Seat height rear 48,5 - 57,5 cm adjustable 

Seat depth 46 - 52 cm adjustable 

Seat cushion (seat widths 43 - 52 cm) 

Seat upholstery Nylon 

Backrest height 46 - 50 cm adjustable 

Backrest with lumbar curve 

Adjustable backrest unit with strap system 

Backrest upholstery Nylon 

Headrest adjustable incl. fixation (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates with heel strap 

Legrest swivelling in and outwards 

Legrest elevating horizontally adjustable 

Amputee support right | left 

Duo side parts ( desk | long position adjustable) swing away 

Side parts adjustable in height 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel 8“ x 11/4“ 

Front wheel 200 x 50 mm 

PU-tires (solid rubber) 

Pneumatic tires 

Wheelbase extension 

Adapter block 

One hand drive 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Hand rim cover 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Single-hand brake (mechanical) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Tilting aid 

Safety belt 

Stick holder 

Therapy tray (possible for seat widths until 56) 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Card lock 

Apino City Bag 

Apino Backpack 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Anthracite 



 

B1

F1

M1

M2

M3

The Protego SL is the multifunctional wheelchair, adapted to the needs of 

tall people. With a seat depth that can be adjusted from 48 to 52 cm, a 

seat height that can be adjusted from 52 to 60 cm and a back height that is 

adjustable from 54 to 65 cm, it can be adapted individually to people with 

a height of up to 2.10 m. The usual Protego equipment features such as the 

3-way adjustable headrest, the height-adjustable side elements and the hori-

zontally adjustable leg rests have been adopted. In addition to this, the Pro-

tego SL series is equipped with depth-adjustable push handles as standard.

The functional

PROTEGO SL
Multifunctional wheelchair
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36 kg sw + 19 cm 103,5 – 111,5 cm120 cm 150 kg

KG
KG

 

Fixation for infusion bottles |
oxygen bottles

Therapy tray

Standard equipment Optional

Backrest height
adjustable

Trunk support

Seat Depth
adjustable

Push handles
adjustable in depth

Hemiplegic armrest
armrest for a paretic arm

Seat height
adjustable

PROTEGO SL 
Multifunctional wheelchair
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Technical Data

Seating unit:

Seat width 44 – 46,5 | 49 – 51,5 cm 

Seat height 52 – 60 cm einstellbar (with cushion) 

Seat depth 48 – 52 cm adjustable 

Seat angle adjustable from 0° to 15° 

Abduction pad 

Seat cushion 

Seat cushion C-Comb 

Seat upholstery from Dartex, night grey 

Backrest ergonomic shape with lateral support 

Backrest height 54 – 65 cm 

Backrest reclining from 0° to +44° 

Backrest upholstery Dartex, night grey 

Trunk support, swing away 

Headrest adjustable in 3 directions 

Legrests & side parts:

Footplates adjustable in angle with heel strap 

Legrest elevating and angle adjustable with length adjustment 

Knee pads 

Calf pads 

Side parts adjustable in height and depth, removable

with armrest upholsteries (dartex upholstery) 

Tires:

Rear wheel 24“ x 13/8“ PU, incl. Quick-release axle 

Rear wheel 12,5“ PU, (transit version) 

Front wheel7“ x 45 mm PU 

Spoke protection, transparent 

Brakes:

Parking brake (user operation) 

Drum brake (attendant operation) 

Brake lever extension 

Equipment:

Anti tippers 

Push handles adjustable in height 

Safety belt 

Therapy tray 

Hemiplegic armrest 

Fixation for infusion bottles | oxygen bottles 

Passive lighting 

Electric drive:

„Togo“ (power pushing aid) 

Adaption for mounting the wheelchair 

Mounting aid for adaption 

Color:

Anthracite 


 

Basic equipm
ent w

ithout extra charge   
 

selectable w
ithout extra charge    

 
extra charge 
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BOUTIQUE
Fit and healthy | Beauty and spa
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Remote
with LCD display

Mobifit Pro is a motion trainer that is supported by a motor and is ide-

al for a low-pressure exercise. Speed can be adjusted individually to 

strengthen arms and legs stepwise. Mobifit Pro has been developed to 

strengthen and raise the flexibility of the upper and lower part of the 

body, to stimulate blood circulation and can also be used for rehabilita-

tion or to improve your fi tness. Mobifit pro is ideal for people who don‘t 

walk well anymore, have disturbances of equilibrium, have a heart or 

circulation problem, ankylosis or rheumatism. For your daily fitness an 

active and passive exercise is recommended. The device is very light and 

can be used anytime and anywhere. A time switch and multi-purpose 

LCD display will make it easier to use the motion trainer.

Pedals with back straps

Motor: AC 220 V – 50 Hz | 40 W

Total weight: 5,5 kg

Size (width x height x depth): 45 x 29 x 30 cm

Color: white

MOBIFIT PRO | Motion trainer

BOUTIQUE
Bags
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Capacity
up to 29,5 kg

Simple to assemble
without tools

A flexible assistant for your bathroom. Achieve more safety and stability. 

Due to vacuum cups the Sugo bath grip can be easily put on every even 

surface in bathroom and toilet without drilling. (e.g. glass, plastic, flag-

ging). It can be put horizontally or vertically. Sugo‘s maximum drag force 

is 29.5 kg with a length of 29 cm.

SUGO | Bath grip

Stable rings
for a better grip and opening

The Apino Backpack is a practical backpack with separate compartments

for the mobile phone, wallet and keys. You can easily attach it to the rear

side of a wheelchair.

APINO | Backpack

Size (width x height x depth): 34 x 46 x 18 cm

Diverse multi-purpose pockets

Variable fastening strap

Material: Water-repellent nylon

Capacity: 25l



BOUTIQUE
Bags
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The Apino Citybag is the perfect companion for en route. You can wear it

either over the shoulder or attach it with the click system on the wheelchair.

The bag is equipped with separate compartments for the mobile phone, 

keys and wallet.

Size (width x height x depth): 33 x 34 x 15 cm

Magnetic lock

Variable fastening strap

Material: Water-repellent nylon

Capacity: 17l

APINO | Citybag

Fastening clips
easy to assemble

Compartments
with assisting symbols

Flexible purpose
without assembly

The name tag is made of rust-free high-quality steel, is suitable for any 

wheelchair or rollator model and can be fastened easily.

ID | Name tag

The Apino Shopper can be used with any weather and is the ideal shop-

ping companion for rollators and wheelchairs. Can be fastened easily via

ajustable fastening straps.

APINO | Shopper

Size (width x height x depth): 40 x 32 x 9 cm

Huge main pocket including inside pocket

Variable fastening strap

Material: Water-repellent nylon

Capacity:: 12l

Color: Black

The cushion is made of memory foam. The anti-slip bottom side is fixed 

with two holding bands on the seat of the rollator. This product has been

optimized for B+B‘s rollator RL-120.

SOFTA | Rollator cushion

Size (width x height x depth): 34 x 36 x 2 cm

Filling: Memory foam

Fastening straps with Velcro fastener

Antislip bottom side

Material: Polyester

Color: Red

The extended arm for keeping your household and garden. For people 

with restricted prehensility. Optimal fl exibility due to 360° turnable grip.

By a magnet function and hook it is easier to grab for small things e.g. 

coins or bunch of keys.

BICO | Grip

Lenght: 77 cm

Material: Plastic | Aluminium

Magnetic function

Grab hook

Color: Black | Aluminium

Size: 8 x 4 cm

Material: Stainless steel rust-free

Color: Silver

BOUTIQUE
Bags | Accessoires



Usefull bag for lock or mobile phone, which can be fastened quickly on 

the frame of the rollator. Simple and functional handling.

Ray is an important safety utensil. Flashing LED reflectors will help you to

be recognized well in the darkness. An ideal feature for wheelchairs and

rollators.

With this practical safety lock, you are able to secure your rollator or 

wheelchair anytime and anywhere. Especially easy to handle.

Lux LED multi-purpose light that is battery-powered and has a break-

proof and water-resistant silicone case. It has a 3-fold mode (sparkling, 

ongoing, steady) and is delivered with 2 batteries. Lux can easily be fas-

tened on every rollator, wheelchair or a walking stick. Duration is up to 

180 hours.

Little helper
useful multi-purpose

LED Reflector
for more safety in the dark

Safety lock
with numerics combination lock

LED multi-purpose light
for rollators and wheelchairs

APINO PETITE | Lock-Pocket

RAY | LED Reflector LUX | LED multi-purpose light

HERCULES | Lock

Match to Hercules lock or mobile phones

Velcro fastener

All-purpose fastener for miscellaneous tube sizes

Material: Water-repellent nylon

Color: Black

1-fold mode (flashing)

Material: Plastic

Change of battery without tools

Battery included

Color: Yellow neon

3-fold mode (constant, flashing, ongoing)

Weather steady

Change of battery without tools

Two CR2032 batteries included

Up to 180 hours running time

Colour: Black

Cable length: 100 cm

3-numerics combination lock

Material: Plastic

Color: Transparent

BOUTIQUE
Accessoires
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Bischoff & Bischoff GmbH
Becker-Göring-Straße 13

D-76307 Karlsbad

www.bischoff-bischoff.com

B+B France S.A.R.L.
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www.b-bfrance.fr

Movilidad B&B Iberia S.L.
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www.bbiberia.es

Bischoff & Bischoff CZ s.r.o.
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